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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION

The "Practic-al Physis5 for Degree Students" is designed to co\rer
the syllabi of the B.Sc. Pass and Subsidiary and B. Scl@ngineering)
examinations of the different Unlrrersities of pakistan. our long
experience in teaching physics and conducting practical classes
has acquainted us with the various difficulties=that the students
face in performing experiments. In this textbook attempts have
been made to guide the students so that they may proceed to
record data systematically and then correlate them to get the
results. strbject mafter of the book has been presented in i'simple
manner so that the students may independently perform the
experiments without the help of the teachers. At the end of each
experiment relevent questions and their answers harre been
provided, thus clarilying the theoretical aspect of the experiment.
lables are provided at the end of each eiperiment. Hor,vever, it
should be remembered that they are purely suggestive and there is
nothing special about any particular form of tl-bulation. Tables of
physical constants and logarithmic and trigonometrical tables have
been provided at the end of the book for ready reference.
In writlng this book we consulted different books on practical
physics specially those by Watson. Worsnop and Flint, Allen and
Moore, S Datta, K. G. Majumdar, Roy Choudhury, Ganguli, H. Singh,
J Chatterjee and K. Din. Various theoretical books hive also been
consulted.
We like to thank Professor K. M. Saha, M.Sc. Head of the
Department of Physics, E. P. University of Engineering and
Techonlogr, Dacca, for hts keen interest in the 6ook an? his
constant encouragefirent and guidance. We also like to thank our
colleagues Mr. T. Hossain. M. Si. and Mr. Asadullah Khan. M. Sc. for
their various helps rendered during the preparation of this book.
We gratefully acknowledge the debt we owe to Mr. Nurul Momen.
M. Sc. (Dac), M. A. (Columbia) for many valuable and constructive
suggestions.
We also like to thank Mr. Hassan Zoberi of M/S. Zoberi and pearl
for his active co-operation in bringing out this book. Thanks are
also due to Mr. Anwar Ali of the Department of physics rvho helped
us in getting the manuscript typed within a short time.
The book has been hurried through the press and as such some
printing mistakes might have crept in inspite of our best efforts.
We shall -gratefully welcome any suggestion which may help to
improve the book.

E. P. University of Engineering and
Technologr. Dhaka.
IstJanuary, 1969

Giasuddin Ahmad
Md. Shahabuddin
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CIIAPTER T
INTRODUCTION

r.T IMPORTANCE OT LIIBORATORY WORK

A student of physics should realise that the laboratory
work, popularly known as practical classes, is no less
important than the theoretical lectures. In performing an
experiment in the laboratory, one is required to revise
thororrghly t.he ideas and the principles involved in the
experin)ent which were explained by the teachers in the
t.heoretical classes, possibly long ago. Thus practical classes
serve as a sor[ of revision exercises of the theoretical
lectures. Moreorrer, laboratory work n-lakes a student
methodical, accurate, diligent and trained to rules of 

-

discipline.
The overall aims of the physics practical programme are

to help the students learn
a to experiment i.e. measure unknown quantities and draw

conclusion from them.
b. to write scientific (or technical) reports and papers and
c. to use specialized methods of experimental measu_

rement.

r.2 ERRORS IN MEASUREMENTS

In detemining a physical consta,t in Lhe raboratory, it is
necessary to measure certain quantities which are related to
the constanL in a formula. Measurement of these quantities
involves various errors which are enumerated below.

(a) Personal Errors: When recording an event, the same
person at different times and different persons at the szune
tinre record it clifferenily. This is due to the personal
qualities of the workers. For example, different time keepers
in a sport are found to record different times o[ start ancl
finish. Inexperienced observers or observers not in a normal
state of health make errors of varying magnitude. Sucherrors may be eliminated by taking mean o[ several
observations.

\_



Practical Physics

(b) Constant or Systematic Errors: Errors which affect
the result of a series of experiments by the same amount is
called the constant error. Faulty graduation of an instrument,
which is used in veri$ring certain physical laws, introduces a
constant error. In determining the value of g by simple
pendulum. the length of which is measured by a faulty scale,
the value obtained from a series of observations would differ
by a constant amount from the true value. Such errors are
eliminated by different methods.

(i) In some experiments errors are previously
determined and correcti.ons in the readings are made
accordingly. Thus, these e.-rors cannot affect the final resul.
Exanrples of these errors are the zero-error in measuring
instruments such as screw gauge, slide callipers, end-errors
in a meter bridge etc.

(ii) In some experiments error is allowed to occur and
then eliminated with the help of the data recorded during
the experiment. In determining specific heat of solid or
Iiquid by the method of mixture, the loss of heat by radiation
is allwed to occur and then this loss is corrected for.

(iii) There are cases in which errors are elimina[ed by
repeating the experiment under different conditions. Thus
in an experiment with meter bridge in finding the null
point, a tapping error is introduced owing to the fact that
the pointer which indicates the position is not exactly
situated above the fine edge of the jockey which makes
contact with the bridge wire. This is eliminated by obtaining
two balance points after interchanging the resistance coils.

(c) Accidental Error: There are errors over which the
worker has no control. Inspite of all corrections and
precautions taken against all possible known causes, some
errors due to unknown causes occur which affect the
observations. Such errors are called accidental errors. Errors
in such cases are reduced by taking a number of observations
and finding their mean. By applying the theory of
probabilities, it can be shown that if the mean of four
observations instead of a single observation be taken, the

accidental error is reduced to * or I of the error that
,{+z
comes in with single observation.

for Degree Students

(d)ErrorsofMethod:Theformulawithwhichtheresult
is calculated may not be exact and hence inaccuracy creeps

in the calculated result. care should be taken to see that the

basis of calculation is exact and accurate'
(e) Pq4lqx E11gls: When a reading is taken along a scale'

straigtrt-or circitarJhe line of sight must be at right angles

to ttre surface of the scale. Due to carelessness in this

respect an error in reading is inevitable' This error in
."uitng due to looking at wrong direction is called error due

to parallax. In order to avoid such errors the scale' straight

or circular, is often placed over a mirror' An image of the

objecL is formed in the mirror by reflection and the reading

of the object is taken wi[hout ditticulty'
(0 Level Errors: Instruments like a balance'

spectrorfrEGr,-difficle etc, require levelling before use.

These instruments are generally provided with levelling

screws. Using a spirit level and by adjusting the screws'

levelling is done.
(g) Back-lash Error: It occurs when one part of a

connected machinery can be moved without moving the

other parts, resulting from looseness of fittlng or wear'

Generallythiserrordevelopsininstrumentspossessingnut
and screw arrangements. With continued use, the screw and

the nut wear away due to friction and the space within the

nut for the play of the screw increases more and more' The

result is that when the screw is turned continuously in one

direction, the stud at the end of the screw moves as usual;

but when rotated in the opposite direction the stud does not

move fpr a while. The error introduced on reversing the

direction of turning is called back-Lash error. This is avoided

by turning the instrument, before taking any reading' always

in the same direction.
(h) Probable Error: Probable error means the limit rvithin

which the true value of the constant probably lies. If x be the

arithmetic mean of a set of obsewations and o the probable

error, then the true value is as likely to lie within the range

x 1 a as outside it. If the observed values of the same quantity
u be x1 , xz .....xn, then m, the arithmetic mean of these

values, may be taken to be the nearest approach to the

3
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correct value of u. Let us now determine the limits within
which the errors of u may lie. tf d be the arithmetic mean of
the numerical values of the deviations of individual
observations given by dr =@ym), d2=@2-m), .... dn=@n-m),

then d will give the mean error and for all practical
purposes, tr-m t d.

The probable error may be calculated as follows:
(i) Calculate the arithmetic mean.
(ii) Find the difference between the observed values

and the arithmetic mean. It is called the deviationd'
(iii) calculate the average value of the deviation without

taking their signs in consideration' Call this value 6

the average deviation.

(iv) Divide 6 by {n- f where n is the number of

observations. o= 6l16-t is the average deviation o[
the mean. The probable error is O'B times this
value.

Example: Suppose that in determining the resistance of
a wire with a meter brid$e the following vales are obtained
in ohms.

(i) 8.9, (ii) 9.3, (iii) 8.2' (iv) 9.1, (v) 8.8' (vi) 9"I'he
arithmetic mean is 8.9. The deviations are O'+O'4, -O'7, +O'2'

-O.1. and +O.1 respectively, On adding and disregarding
their signs, the value is 1.5 and their average value 6 is l'5/6
= O.25

The probable error is o.8 6/ rE--r = o.2 / ^[5-o'l' The

final value may. lherefore, be written as 8.9 + O' l ohms'

1.3. DEGREE OF ACCURACY IN MEASUREMENT

When several quantities are to be measured in an

experiment, it is pertinent to examine the degree of
u""r.u"l,torvhichthemeasurementofthequantitiesshould
be pushed. Suppose a physical constant u is to be

deteimined by measuring the three quantities x, g and z
whose true values are related to u by the equation'

u= -rl dts * .......-..... {rl
Let the expected small errors in the measurenlent of the

quantit.ies x, A, z be respectively 6" 61 6, so that the error in
u is 6rr. IL may be shown by simple calculation that the

for Degree Students

maximum value of f ," glven bY

(T)'""-= u * * 4 . "\ """""' t't
In equation (21 a, b, c are numerical values of the powers

and are taken as Positive.
6u 5x &t 6z

The quantities f;, ;,i, V are the proportional errors

in nleasrrrernent ot the respeCtive quantities. When each is

nrtrll-iplied by lOO, the corresponding percentage o[ error is
given. As the errors in x,U and z may not be in the same

direction, the errors in u may be less tltan that given in
relalion (2). The error in the quantities to be measured is
multiplied by l-he numerical value of the power to which
each quantity is raised as shown in the expression for
maximum error. It is, therefore. obvious that the quantitg
tmrtng the higl'rcst pouer slwuld be measured uith a ligher
precision Lhon the rest.

For example, in determining the rigidity modulus (n) of a
wire o[ length I and radius r, we use the formula

., = 
Q99E /E\........ (sr

xzr4 [q /
The power is 4 lor r, 2 for n and I for all other

quantities. The value of n is known. The value of r is to be

measured. If r be measured with an error not exceeding O'OI

mm, and if Lhe value obtained for r is O,5O mm' then the

percentage of error ,. + x IOO = 2o/o.lts contribution to the

maximum error in n will be 4 times this value i. e. 80/o' This

shows that the radius of the wire should be nreasured with
high precision.

1.4 DRAWING OF GRAPHS

The results of experiments often form a series of values

of interdependent quantities of which one can be directly
controlled by experimental conditions and is called an
independ.ent oariable, and the other which undergoes a

consequent change as an effect is called dependent ooriable.

The relations of such quantities can be expressed in graph'
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(a) Representation of the variables along the axes. It is
customary that when the variables are to be plotted in a

graph, independent variables are plotted as the abscissae

horizontally from left to right and the dependent variables as

ordinate upwards. The variables plotted along an axis should
be written on the side of the axis. For example, in load
elongation graph, the elongation always changes with the

change of the load. Hence load is the independent variable
and the elongation is the dependent variable.

(b) Markin$ of ori$in. First select the minimum value of
the two variables. Take the round numbers smaller than the

minimum values as origins for the two variables. The values

of the two variables at the origin need not be equal. In
certain cases one or both of the co-ordinates o[ the origin
may be required to have zero value of the variables, even

though the minimum value of the corresponding variables
may be far above zero values.

Example: In determining the pressure co-efficient of a
gas, temperature is the independent variable and pressure is
the dependent variable.

A sample data is shown below:

Temperature in "C Pressure in cms. of Hg.

30 75.8

35 76.8

39.5 78.2

42.5 79.1

47.5 80.3

5r.5 81.6

60.o 83.5

64.5 84.7

69.O 85.5

72.5 86.7

Here the minimum values of temperature and pressure are

SO'C and 75 cms of Hg respectively. As the value of pressure

for Degree Students

Fig - 1.1

at O"C comes on the formula, the value of the origin for
temperature is chosen to be O'C. Therefore' the value of the
origin for temperature should be O"C (Fig. 1.U
(c) Selection of units alon$ the axes. First determine the
round number greater than the maximum value of the two
variables. Then determine the difference between this round
ntrnrber in respect of each variable and its value at the origin.
Divide this dilference b1' the number of smallest divisions
available along that axis of the graph paper. The quotient
tlrrrs obtained gives tlre value (in the unit of the variable
qrrantllies) ol' tlte srnallest division along the axis.

(d) Marking of data along the axes. After marking the
origin and cltoosing the unit, put down the values of the
qurantily corresponding to each large division mark on the
sqrrared paper. These values should be integers, tenths or
hundredths, but ne\rer bad fractions.

(e) Plotting. Then plot the experimental data- Mark each

point by a small dot and surround it by a small circle or put a
cross. Co-ordinates of the point need nqt be noted unless it
is required for quick reference. Much writing makes the
graph look clumsy.
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(0 Joining the points to have the graph. Using a fine
pencil, draw the best smooth curve through the average of
the points. One or two points far away from the curve may be
ignored (Fig. 1.2). They are incorrectly recorded. See that
the curve touches the majority of the points and other points
are evenly distributed on both sides of the curve. When it is a
straight line graph, draw it with the help of a scale taking
care to see that it passes through the majority of the points
(Fig. 1.r).

(g) Finding the value from the graph. If it is required to
determine the value o[ one variable corresponding to the
talue of the other, proceed as follows: suppose that the value
of the ordinate is to be determined corresponding to Lhe

o 20 40 60 80 too tzo t40 t, ,
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Fig 1.2
giv-en value of the abscissa. From the given point of the
abscissa, draw an ordinate to cut the curve at a point. From
this point of the curve, draw a horizontal line to cut the y-
axis at a point. The value of y-axis at this point gives the value
of the ordinate.

Similarly for a given value of the ordinate, the
corresponding value of the abscissa can be detemtined.

for Degree Students

(h) Graphs serve both iflustrative and analytical purposes.
A graphical presentation usually conveys much more
information than tabulated numerical values though it is not
as precise- Graphs help identify regions of interest as well as
the presence of systematic errors. They also emphasize
readings that do not agree with others or with the theory.
Graphs indicate the overall precision of the experiment. A
primary function of graphical analysis is to give an empirical
relation (based on observation rather than theory) betr.veen
two quantities and to indicate the range of validity of this
relation. This has its most practical application in plolting
calibration cun/es for experimental equipment. In a similar
way a graphical presentation is the best way of comparing
experimental results with predicted theoretical behaviour
and the range over which agreement is obtained.

r. 5 EXPERIMENTAL GUIDELINES
Planning:

a. Try to anticipate everything that will occur during the
course of an experiment.
b. Derive the particular relation for the combination of
independent random errors in the final result. Tentatively
identify the variables with dominant error contributions.
c. outline comprehensive survey experiment that will indi-
cate any changes or modifications needed in the equipment
or measuring process.

d. Draft a tentative programme for the performance of lhe
experiment with a detailed procedure for critical or
complicat.ed measurements. put special emphasis on the
measurenlent of variables with dominant error contributions.

Preparation:

a. Test and familiarize yourself with each instrument or
qoql-ponent of the apparalus separately before assembling it.
Calibrate the instruments where necessary.
b. Assemble the equipment, test that it is functioning
properly and check all zero settings.
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c. Perform a survey experiment running through the com-
plete procedure w'hen possible. Use this rehearsal
(i) to identi-fu ang changes or modifications needed in the

original equipment or experimental plan.
(ii) to find the regions oJ inLerest in tle measured uariables

and suttable instrument scales to inuestigate these
regions.

(iii) Do not erase or ouentsrite incorrect entries, cross them

out tuith a single Line and record ttrc correct entrg
beside it.

1iu) Label aLL pages, equations, tables, graphs, illustrations'
etc.

(u) Distinguish important equations, results, comments,
etc. Jrom less tmportant cletails bg emphasizing them'

(tsi) It is adutsabLe to urite on onlg one side oJ a page during
ttrc Jirst run through and to Leanse space in the text
ushere detatls, tables, comments, calculations' etc' can
be aclded Later at tl^te most releuant points.

PRESENTATION

a. Always be precise in rvhat you write. A precise statement
will leave no doubt as to rvhat you nlean. Avoid vague

expressions such as almost, c-boul; eLc.

b. Scientific statements should be concise, so use a few

carefully chosen words rather than excessive descrilllion.
SaU as mtrch. as possible in as Jeus ttlorcls os possrble'

c. clarity is achieved by using precise, concise statements
that ars simply worded and presented in the most logical
sequence. cross-referencing, tabulation of results, illustr-
ations, graphs, emphasis, repetition and summarization are

all aids to clarity.
d. For Lhe purpose of laboratory work trvo note-books- one

.fair and another rouglt should be used. while performing the
'experimenl in the laboratory, all obsenations, all difficulties
e xlerienced, calculation and rough works should be

rccorcled in lhe rough note-book. Report on experiments
should be prepared and written in the fair note-book in the

following sLandard fon-nat:
i. wrtte Llte name oJ' the experimenL in boLd characLers at

t.lrc top.
ii. Wrtle the d.ate qf tlrc experintent at the top leJt comer'
fif. Tlrcorg: Here giue Ltrc brieJ ouLline o-f tlrc essent[al

plrysical principles and tlteoreLical concepts necessaru

-[or interpreting the experimental resul{s' OnLg Llrc

malhematical relations used in the calculaLions are
nccessoru: their d-eriuation if giuen elseushere, should
lr rclbrred- to but not ghsen in deLait. Explain clearlg
llr' .sllrttbols used in the working Jormuta.

for Degree Students

(iii)

(iu)

(u)

d.

to distinguish sgstematic errors and minimize their
elfects.
to determine the uariables with the most signgftcant oJ
the random error contributions. Maximize the
sensitiutty oJ these nTeasurements and
to identi{g the uariabLes wiLh insigniJicant error
contributions under optimum experimental conditions.
The errors in these uariables can be estimated.
Finalize a detailed experimental procedure.

Performance:
a. During the course of an experiment continuously monitor
zero settings, environmental conditions, and the data being
taken. The procedure should have built in checks to insure
that all conditions remain constant during the course of an
experiment.
b. To retain control over experimental conditions scientific
discipline is necessary. This involves following a systematic
sequence o[ steps, each being a consequence of planned
necessity.,Avoid the Lendency to rush [hrough any sequence:
this can be very tempting when the investigation is relatively
unimportant.
c. IL is essential to control Lhe influence of various indepe-
ndent variables. Always try to isolate each independent
variable to see how the result depends on it.while everything
else is held constant.
d. Whenever possible perform the experiment under
equilibrium conditions where the results are consistent
rvhen the experiment is worked backwards and forwards.
e. When keeping a Laboratorg Notebook keep a detailed
record of everything that happens as it happens. Try to pro-
duce a running account that is accurate, complete and clear.
(i) Record experimental detaits and datI. directlg into a

permanent record- do not write on scraps oJ paper.
(ii) Record aLL rano data direcllg into prepared tables.
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Apparatus: Gioe a list o-f apparatus required. Jor tlrc
experiment.
Description oJ the apparatus: Giue a short description oJ
tlrc apparatrs. Giue a neat diagram on the btank page to
the leJt. Pictures that are purelg ilLustratiue shoul.d. be
simpte, schematic, and not necessarilg to scale (,,not to
scale" should be indicated)
Procedure: Record here what gou did in perJorming the
expertment.
Results.' Record aLL tlrc data in Lhe order in wlich gou
took Lhem. Wheneuer necessarA, ttrcg shoutd. be
recorded in a tabutar Jorm. Grapl,s slwuld. be clraton ifrequired. The grophs should haoe speci,fi.c tiile,
reference label, and bol.h name and. units on eacl-t axis.
Unless tlrcre is a reason not to, the graph scate sltould-
be cltoosen so that the plotted" readings are spread.
euenlg ouer tlte range. Calculations shorrld be shousn on
the blank page to the leJt. Final result of measwrement
should be written at the end in proper trnits.
Discussron.' A sh.ort drscussion on d).fficulties
experienced during the experiment, precautrons,
sources oJ error, and accuracA oJ obseruation should be
giuen.

tle laboralory work, it
knou his uork Jor a
careJutlg prepare the
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CTIAPTER II
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER
SOMD IIIBORATORY INSTRUMDNTS

2.T. THE SLIDE CALLIPERS

slide callipers is used for the measurement of the length
of a rod, the external and internal diameters of a cylinder,
the thickness of a lens, etc.

A slide callipers consists of a nickel prated steer scare M
usually graduated in centimetres and millinretres on one
edge and in inches and its subdivision on the olher edge
(Fig. 2.1).

Fig. 2. i
This is the principal scale. A jaw A is fixed at right angres at
one end of the scale. The other jaw B can slide over Lhe scale
and can be fixed at any position by means of a screw T. This
movable jaw carries with it Lwo vernier scales v, one on each
side, corresponding to the two main scares. The i.ner edges
of the jaws are so machined that when they touch each other
Lhere is no gap betrveen ilrem. Under this condition, the
zero o[ the vernier shoulcl coincide with the zero of the main
scale. With such a correcf instrument, when the jaws are
separated, the distance belween the zero of the vernier scale
and the zero of the main scale is equal to the distance
between Lheir edges. The body, of which the rength is to be
nteasured, is placed between the two jaws so as to exactly fit

l3
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I.6 A FEW GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
a. In order to deriue -fiill benefiL fromis essentfall that the student must
particular dag beJoreltand and must
metter at ltome-
b. Conting to tlrc Laboratory and. getting tlrc apparatus Joruork, each part oJ uhich must be studied. and understood.
Hence preparation at ltome wiLL matce one grasp ttrc idea
a.silg.
c. Tlrc obseruations must be recorded as soon as theg are
talcen utitlrout the least delag. Ttrc reading mag be forgotten
in a short time-
d. Euery arithmeticat figure used in recording an obseruation
must be writLen uery distinctlg so that no doubt mag arise as
to its identitg at the time oJ cahculation.
e. Tlte calculatians made to arriue at the fnal restilt must be
shoun. This mag be done on the leJt page oJ the Laboratory
note-boolc-
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and vernier scales gives the

Instrumental Error: When the vernier zero does nr:t
coincide with the main scale zero, there is an fnsl.rumental
error or zero error. In such a case, the actual reading of the
scale does not give the true length of the body. There may be
two types of zero errors:

(a) The zero of the vernier may be in advance of the zero
line of the main scale by an amount x mm. This means that
in place o{ zero reading the instrument is giving a reading +x
mm. On placing the body between the jaws if the scale
reading be y mm, then the actual length o[ the body is (A - x)
mm. In Lhis case the instrumental error is + ve and must
always be subtracted.

(b) When vernier zero is behind that of the main scale by
an amount x mm, the instrumental error is - ve and must be
added to the actual reading to get true length of the body.

Inside and Outside Vernier with Depth Gauge. Some
instruments are provided with arrangement to measure the
internal diameter and the depth of a cylinder (Fig. 2.2).

Fig. 2.2. Vcrnier callipcrs. 'IIre parts nrarkecl A lorrrr a rigid unit, whiclr is
free to rtrove relatite to the rest of the instruutent when the
spring-loa<led button B is pressed. The three distances marked
d are equal and are read off from the vernier scalc. (l) gives the
diameter of a rocl. (2) the diameter of a hole and (3) the clepth of
a blind hole.

Such an instrument is provided with two lower and two
upper jaws. The scales are so graduated that when the
vernier zeroes coincide with the main scal zeroes, the edges

for f)e(ree Strrdents

ol llrt' lower and upper jaws are in contact. Through a
stlrllllrl Aroove cut along the entire length of the back side
ol llrc bar, a uniform steel rod can slide. The other end of
llre rod ls rigidly fXed to the vernier attachment and the
lrttgth of the rod is such that when vernier reading is zero,
lhe end of the rod coincides with the end of the scale bar.

To measure the external diameter of a cylinder, rod or
rlng, the lower jaws are used and the procedure is the same
as that of the ordinary callipers.

To measure the internal diameter of a cylinder, pipe or
ring the upper jaws are inserted inside the cylinders, etc.,
and then the movable jaw is moved out till the edges touch
the inner walls of the body and the usual readings are taken.

To measure the depth of a hollow body, the instrument is
put in a vertical position and allowed to rest at the end of
the scale on the rim of the body. The movable jaw is slided
downward till the end of the rod touches the inside bottom
of the body. Then the usual reading is taken which gives the
depth of the body.

The instrumental error, if any, must be taken into
consideration in all the measurements.

Vernier constant.
Vernier constant is a meosure oJ the difference in length

oJ a scate diuision and a Dernier diuiston in the Lmit oJ the
scale druision.

Let the uatue oJ one small druision oJ the mo:in scale = I
mm and let 10 uernier dfuision be equal to 9 scale diursron.

lO vernier division = 9 scale division
I vernier division = ft scate division.

vernier constant (v.c) = I s. d. - I v. d.

= I s.d -*".0.=*".d.=** I mm

= O.Imm = O.OI cm.

EXPT. T. TO MEASURE THE LENGTII OF A ROD WITII A
VERIYIER CALLIfERS.

Theory : If s be the length of the smallest division of the
main scale and u that of a vernier division and if n- I division
of the scale be equal to n division of the vernier, then

l5
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(n- l)s =nu.n- 1orLr=- n
n- I IHence s _ u = f, s = ;. s .............(2)

The quantity (s - u) is called the uernter constant which
is a measure of the difference in length of a scale division
and a vernier division in the unit of the scale division. So if L
be the reading upto the division of the scale just before the
zero mark of the vernier and if x be the number of the
vernier division, which coincides with a division on the
scale, then the length of the rod which is put between the
jaws of the callipers is equal to_lL+x.;s.

\[rhile measuring Lhe length of the rod zero error must be
considered.

Apparatus : A slide callipers and a rod.

Description of the Slide Callipers : See the description bf
Fig. l.

Procedure : (i) Determine the value of the smallest
division of the main scale (both in centimetre scale and inch
scale) with reference to a measuring scale.

(ii) Slide the vernier scale over the main scale so that the
zero line of the vernier scale coincides with a main scale
division. Find out the main scale division with which the last
vernier division coincides. Count the total number of
divisions in both vernier and main scale between these two
poinLs of coincidence. Record this. To be sure, these
numbers may be rechecked by moving the vernier to some
other position. Then calculate the vernier constant.

(iii) Place the two jaws of the callipers in contact. If the
vernier zero coincides with the main scale zero there is no
instrumental error. If they do not coincide there is an
instrumental error. Determine the instrumental error,
positive or negative, as described previously.

(iv) Draw out the movalbe jaw and place the rod between
the jaws. Make Lhe two jaws touch the ends of the rod,
(aking care to see that they are not pressed too hard or two

for Degree Sttrclcrrts

loosr.. 'l';rkc llre rnain scale reading just short of the verr)ier
z<'ro lirrc and count vernier division be[ween the vernier
zcro linr: and the line r,vhich coincides with any of the main
scirlt' rlivision. The product of this vernier reading and the
r,(:r'nier constant gives the length of the fractional part. The
sunl o[ the main scale reading and the fractional parL (taking
account of the zero error), gives the length of the rod. Take
at least five readings and arrange in a tabular form.

Results :

(tA) Vernier Constant
(a) Centimetre Scale. The value of one small division o[

the main Scale = I nrm.
lOu.d=9s.d(say)

q
I u.d=16s.d

Vernierconstant (u.c.) = Js.d - I v.d = I s.d. - *tO
.l

= a s.d = O. I mm. = O.OI cm.
(b) Inch Scale. Value of one small division o[ the mairr

I
scale=_inch(say).

lOu.d=9s.d.
ot u.d. = ib ".d

v.c. = ls.d. - rv.d. = ts.d. - rO9rd = $ s.a= S, 2[ in"rl

= O.OO5 inch.
(B) To detemtine tlt"e InsLrumental Error.
(a) Positive Error. \Vhen the jaws are in contact, the

vt'rrricr zero is in adrrance of the zero line o[ the main scale
irrrrl srr1r1)ose [haL the fourth vernier division coincides rvith
r.orrrr: line of the main scale. Then Lhe error is 4 x r.ernier
corrsltrrrt = 4x O. lrnnr= O.4 mrn. or 4 x O.OO5 inch = O.O2
Ir tclr.

Tltis instrumentai error must be sublracted from the
irpparent lenglh of the body.

(h) Negative Error. When the jaws are in contact, the
lrurl('r z.t:ro is behind that o[ the main scale zero. Suppose
llr;rl llrr' 4tlr line ie. the 6th line of the vernier counted from

t7
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ihe l0th vernier division coincides with some division of the
nrain scale. Then the error is 6 x vernier constant = 6 xO. I
mrn.= O.6 mm.

This instrumental error must be added to the apparent
length of the beidy.

(C) lnngth oJ tte Rod-

Note. IJ the radius and cross-section o-f a rod is to be
measured, Llrc dtameter o-f the rod is to be determined at
tuso mutualtg perpendicular direction o-f each o.[ lhree
di[ferent positions oJ tlrc body. Radius r=Diometer/2, Cross-
Seclion= nr2 sq. crn.

Discussion:
{i) The jaws must noL be pressed too hard or too loose.

2.2 T}ID SCREW GAUGE

The screrv gauge is very suitable for Lhe measurement of
small length such as the diameter of a wire. It consists of a
U- shaped steel frame having two parallel arms at the ends
{Fig. 2.3).

One arm carries a solid stud A with a carefully machined
Lerminal. The other arm C acts as a nut in which a screw is
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u,orltecl b-r, i.r rlr-rrnt D. The drum has a bet,elled end rvith a
circrrk)r scale engraved on it. This circular scale contains 5O

or IOO divisions. The drum D rvhen rotated, covers or
uncovers the scale. For every turn of the drum, it moves
l-hrough a fixed distance called the pftch of the screrv. The
end face B of tlie screw is parallel to Lhe flace of the sLud A.

At the end of the drum there is a friction clutch E. When the
studs A and B touch each other, tlre clutch would no longer
rotate t.he drunr brrt rvould slip over ii..

Fig. 2.3

Pitch of the Serew Gauge. When the screw works in the
nut Lhe linear distance through whiclt the screw moves is
proporlional to the amounl ol rotaLion given to iL. The edge

of the bevelled head of the dnrm is brougltt on any
gradualion of ihe linear scale and tl-re circular scale reading
is marked against Lhe reference o[ the linear scale. Circular
scale is rotated until the same circlrlar scale mark conles -

against the linear scale. The circular scale has been rotated/
thror.rgh one complete Lurn and Lhe anrount o[ linear
movenrenL of the collar on the linear scale is Lhe lrilclt ol-the
screw. l[ p nrnt be the pil-ch of the screrv and if tltere are n

circular divisions on the microrneler ltead. then fi is called

the least count of screw gauge.

Let the distance along the linear scale Lravelled by Lhe

circtrlar scale when it is Lurned lhrorrgh one llll rotalion be

In'un = O.l cm (sa-y). Tl-ris is the pilch o[ i-he screrv. It the
nunrber ol divisioTts in the circular scale = IOO (say) Lhen

r9



Instrumental Error. It is sometimes found that circular
scale zero and the linear scare zero do noL coincicre rvhen
tlre sluds are in contact. The circular scale zero may be in
advance or behind the linear scare zero by a certai., n,-rmberof di'ision n of tlre circular scale. It ,re least count be c,then the instrunrentar error is eitrrer + nc or - nc accorcring
as the circular scare leads or r ags as in vernier scare. whenthe position of the circular scale zero is in ad,ance of themain scale zero, the error is to be subtracted and in the
oLher case it is to be added to the apparent reading.

Back-lash Error Due to the continued use o[ ilreinstrunrent the screrv ancr Lrre nut rvear away and the spacervithin the nut gradualry increases. In such a case rvrren Lhe
screw is turned in one direction, the stud moves as usual,but when it is rotated in the opposite direction Lhe stud
does not move for a whire. The error that is thus introduced
on reversing the direc[ion of turning is called the back_lasherror. This error can be avoided by turning the screw in the
same direction before taking any reading.

EXPT 2. TO MEASURE THE
WIRD WITH A SCREW GAUGE
CROSS.SECTION.

Theory : TIte least count of ilre screw
divided by the nunrber of clivisions in the
diameter o[ the r,ire just fitting belrveen
to the reading in the linear scale plus
circular scale reading.

Apparatus : A scretv gauge and the urire.
Description of the Apparatus : See Lhe descriplion of fig. 2.3.

Procedure : (i) In reference Lo a metre scale li.cl t.e valueo[ the smallest. di'ision o[ the rinear scale, and reacr thenumber o[ divisions in Lhe circular scale. 81, turnin{ ilrescrew. bring ilre bevelled end of the clrunt carryin! ilrecircular scale on an), gradualio. of ilre linear scate ani glve

Practical Physics

Pitch
Nu nrber ol-divisior-ts in tlte crrlular scale

cn-l_

DIAMETER OF A PIECE OF
AND TO FIND ITS AVERAGE

gauge is the pitcli
circular scaie. The
the sluds is equal
the value of il-re

ftrr' [)c(rce Students 2 lpm

llrc scnve a corlrplete Lurn. The disl.ance ll-rrotrgh u,l-rich the
r'<lge rnoves is tl-re pitch of t.he screrv. Calculai.e the least
corrnt by dividing the pitch by Lhe number o[ divisions in the
t:lrcular scale.

(ii) Find out Lhe instrumental error by turning the screw
Iread until the studs are in contact and taking tl-re reading o[
the circular scale against the reference Iine of the linear
scale. If the zero of circular scale coincides rvith the zero of
the linear scale there is no zero error. The number of
divisions in advance or behind Lhe zero of tlie linear scale
multiplied by the least count gives Lhe zero error. In the
flormer case the error is positir.re and Lo be subtracted from
the observed reading and in the lalter case the error is
negatiue and to be added to the obsened reading.

(iii) Place the rvire breadth wise in Lhe gap between the
studs. By slorvly turning the friction clutch in one direction
make the studs just touch the specimen. Note the reading of
the lasL visible division of the linear scale and that of the
circular scale which is opposite the baseline. At each place of
the wire take two perpendicular readings. Take readings at
several places o[ the wire.

(iv) CalculaLe the mean value of the readihgs, add or
subtract the instmmental error.

Results:
(A) Least CounL.

Value of the smallest division ol tl-re linear scale = I mnr=
0.1 cm (5ay)

Pitcl-r of Lhe screw = I mm = O.l cm (say)

No. of divisions in the circular scale = IOO (say)
Least count of tl-re instrument

PiLch
=

= -,o6b cnr= o.ool cm.

(liJ /rrslrrnrenlal Error.

Lerrsl count. =

Clll=
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Table I

(C) DataJorDiameter.
Table 2

[(a) and (b) are mutually perpendicular readings]
Radius, r= Piugult

Area ofcross-section = ftr2 = sq. cm
Discussions : (i) Back-lash error is to be arroided by

turning the screrv in one direction.
(ii) Care shorrld be taken to see that the studs just touch

the nire. Tighl-ening will injure the threads.
(iii) Mutually perpendicular readings should be taken at

each position of the wire to avoid error due to the rvire not
being uniforrnly round.

lbr Degree Students

2.3 THE SPIIEROMETER

A spherometer is used for the measurement of the
thickness of a glass plate or the radius o[ cunature o[ a
spherical surface. It rvorks on the same principle as that of a
screw gauge. It consists
of a frame-work with
three equi-distant poin-
ted steel legs A, B and C
(Fig. 2.4). At the cenler
of the frame there is a
nut in which a fine S

screw rvith pointed end
P works and lornrs an
adjustable centre leg.
The screw supports a
round graduated disc D :

at its upper end. A
milled head M is rigidly
fixed with the gradu-
ated disc. A small scale
S, ususlly graduated in
millimeter, is fixed to
one of the outer legs A
at right angles to the
graduated disc. The axis
of the screw is perpen- Fi{.2.4
dicular to the plane defined by tlre tips of the tl'rree outer
legs. In an accuraLe instrument the zero line of the main
scale and zero of Lhe circular scale should coincide when all
tlre four legs just touch a plane surface. But due to long use,
llrt: edge of the disc is below or in advance of the main scale
zr:r'o rvhen the four legs sLand on the same plane, invoh'ing a
posltlve or negaLirre instrumental error, depending upon the
<llrectior-r in u4rich a subsequent measurement is to be made.

(Tlre least count of the spherometer is equal to the pitch
ol'llrr: cenlral leg divided by the tolal number o[ divisions in
llrc clrcrrlar scale. (See Art. 2.2)
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EXPI 3. A. TO DETERMINE THE THICKNESS OF A GLASS
PLATE W'ITH A SPHEROMETER.

Theory : The thickness of the plate is equal to lhe
difference in readings of the spherometer when its cenlral
leg first touches the plane sheet on which the ouier legs resi
and then touches tl-re upper sui-iace of the plate.

The least count of the spherometer is equal to the pitch
of tlie central leg di'ided by the total number of divisions in
tl-re circular scale.

Apparatus : A spherometer, a piece of plane glass (base
plate) and a thin glass plate {iest plate).

Description of the spherometer : See description.
Procedure : (i) Determine the value of the snrallest

di,ision of the vertical scale. Rotale the screw by its nlilled
Iread for a complete turn and obsen,e how far Lhe disc
ad,ances or recedes rvith respect to the vertical scale. TI-ris
distance is the pitch of ilre instnrment. Divide the pitch by
Lhe number of divisions in the circular scale. This gives the
least count of the instrument.

(il) p1u". the spherometer upon a plane glass piece (base
plaLe) and slowly turn the screw so that the tip of the central
leg just touches the surface of the grass. when this is the
case, a slight mo'ement of the screw in the same direction
makes the spherometer legs develop a tendency to slip over
the plate.

(iii) Take the reading of the main scare nearest Lo the
edge of the disc. Take also tl-re reading of the circular heacl
against the linear scale. Tabulate the results. Take five sr:ch
readings and take the mean value.

(iv) Now raise the central scretv and put the glass plate
o[ which the thickness is to be measured betrveen the base
plate and the central leg.

(rr) Turn the screrv head again till it just touches the
plate. Take the reading of the main and circular scales.

(vi) By moving up the central screw, sligliily shift the
;rosition of the glass plate and take reading again for ilris
position of the plate. Thus go on taking reading five times.
Take the mean value.

for Degree Students

(vii) The clilTerence'of the turo nrean values gives Lhe

thickness o[ the glass plate.
(lf the spherometer is old and if Lhe plane of the disc

slightly oscillates as it rolates, it is proper to count on11, 15.
l-olal number o[ circular scale divisions passed throtrgh fronr
the initial to the final stage, see alternate nrethod).

Results:
(A) Calctttation oJ Least Counl..
The main scale is graduated in ntillintetres (suppose).

Pilch o[ the micrometer screw= O.5 nln-] = O.O5 cnt
No. of divisions in the circular scale = IOO

Least count ol the instrunrent = ?fF cms = O.OOO5 cnrs

(B) Dala for Thic/cness.

B. Alternate method of measurement of thickness.
Form continued use, the parts of the spheronteter wear

out and throrvn out of adjustment. For such an old
instrurnent, the lbllorving metltod is convenienl.

(i) Find the pilch and least count of the spherometer as
usual.

(ii) Nou, place the spherometer on the base plat.e and
raise the cenLral leg suf[icientl],.
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(iii) Place the l_est plate under t.he cenLral leg and rviilr
the help o[ Lhe niilled head screrv, bring it down unlil it just
Louches lhe tesL plate. Note Lhe division of the circular scale
against the linear scale.

(ir,) 
"*.t,,ly 

take arvay the test plate without disturbing
Lhe relative position of the spherometer and the base plate.
Screw down the central leg slorvly and count Lhe number of
rotations of the circular head, till the central leg touches the
base plate.

The lolal count is lo be done by two instalments-by ilre
number of complete revolutions of the disc and Lhe
difference of initial and final disc readings.

(v) Repeat Lhe observation at least five times and tabulate
the results.

Reaults:
(C) Calculation qf Least Count (See 3A)

No. of

obs.

No.of

complete

ret'olu

tlons

R4rc[rrUons

equivalent

to

cm

Disc reading

tfst

count

cm

LC

x

dlsc

readlnc

Thickness

t

Meil

Inttial Flnal oirri.

ence

I

,

,1

5

Note: IJ tlrc disc rolates fn the clock-utse direcl.ion in the
descendtng order o-f tlrc diuision marks on iL, and d
a-fter n contplete roLations, 7O be tlrc tnttial readtng
and 90 be the Jinal reading, then the difference in
disc reading is (IOO+7O) - 9O = 8O.

C. To measure the radius of curvature of a spherical
surface with a spherometer.

Theory : When all the four legs of a spherometer are
macle to touch the spherical surface, the radius of curvature
of the spherical surlace is given by
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*nR= 6h*,
where a is the nlean distance betrveen Lhe outer legs of the
spherometer and h the height of the cenlral leg above or
below the plane through the tips of the outer legs.

In the above formula, a is, in [act, the length of the side
of the equilateral triangle formed by the Lhree legs of the
spheronreter (Fig. 2.5). LeL x denote OB, the radius of the
circumscribing circle. Then, if OD be at right angles to BC,

F'ig. 2.5a

BD=8 anaoD=i

:

Fig. 2.5b

The angle OBD is 30'. Thereforr, $= x cos 3O'.

.a\Et.., t = *.'f or a2 = 3x2.......... {i)

To find the radius of curvature R. rve consider a section
of the sphere by a plane throtrgh its centre and Lhrough the
line BO in Fig. 2.5a. Thus we obtain Fig. 2.5b. in which only a
portion of the circle o[ curvature is shown. If the diameter
PQ rneets this circle again in S (not shown in Fig. 2.5b), then

QS = QP = R and let us take OB=OB'= x and OP=h. We
know that OS.OP=OB.OB'

Hence (2R - ru h= x2 or 2RIr = v2 +-7r2

or R = *n-,;
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(d) Raise the beant -fullg uhen equilibriunt is nearlg
oblainecl and lhe poinler oscillat.es. Louer tlte beant eDery
ttne llrc small useights are added-[or Jinat a{usl.ments.

(e) Haotng useiglted a bodg, counL tlrc useigltLs uhtle theg
are on Lhe scale pan and enter tlrcm in lhe note-book. Then
renloue thent one aL a time to their places in LIrc box.

(fi White determining the balance point, close the door of
Llte balance co,se to preuenL dislurbance due to air draugltt.

(g) AttuaAs close the door o.[ Lhe balance clse and the
weigltt lto-t after the experiment is -[inislted.

2.5 TRAVELLING MICROSCOPE (ALSO KNOWN AS VERNIER
rvrrcRoscoPE).

Travelling microscope, also known as Vernier
microscope, is used in nraking large number o[ accurate
measurements of lengths in the laboratory. There are various
forms of the instrument, one of which is shown ir,Fig.2.7.

It consists of a microscope which is mounted on a vertical
pillar so that it can slide up and down along the scale 51 by a
rack and pinion arrangement. The vernier scale V1 slides
rvith the microscope and serves to determine its position.
The vertical scale with the microscope can move about
rvithin a groove made on a horizontal base provided wilh
levellinS screws and can be flxed at any posiLion by
tightening a screw. On Lhe base just at the border of t.he

groove there is a similar scale 52. The ntovable base ol Lhe

nricroscope is provided rvitl-r anotlter vernier V2. The bases
of some insLruments are prorrided witl-r spirit level. The
position of the microscope is changed by rack and pinion
arrangement. For finer adjr-rstment use is made of the scrwes
Ti and T2. The distance through which the microscope
moves vertically or horizontallS, ssn be read from the scales
S 1 and 52 rvitl"r the help ol the verniers V1 and V2 moving
rvith Lhe nricroscope. The microscope can be filted al)out a

horizonlal axis. so that its axis can be either vertical or
horizontal or can nrake any angle with t.henr. This allows the
nricroscope being focussed on the object wl-rich is being
measured. Cross-wires are lltted in Lhe eye-piece which can

:'lrrlt'l, and out so t.hat tlrese cross-wires can be focussecr.'l'lrt' rrrrcroscope can be focussed on t]re object rvith the
lot:rssing screw, prorriding a rack and pinion motion parallel
lo the axis of ure microscope. In measuring thi rength of an

Fig.2.7
,lrlt'r:.. the object is placed on ilre base of the inst.rment

rrrrrl llirrailel to the scale 52. The cross-wires in the eye-pieceilr'(' lirt'rrscd and trre microscope is moved so Llia[ theolr.jcctivc is just vertically over one end of the object. By thevt:r'tical nrovernent of ilre microscope, it is focussed on the.rrrl ,l'tlre object ancl readings on Lhe scale s2 ancr'ernier\'2 ill'. l.ken. The nticroscope is then mor.,ed to the other.rrr! ,l ilrr:.lrject on u,hich it is focussed and again readingsr)' 1rr7 rrrrrr V2 irre taken. The difference.of theselwo readings
,ltvl., llre k.rrgllr ol-llre object.

for Degree Students
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ln measuring the dist.ance betrveen Lrvo points, t.lte

nricroscolle is focussed first on one of tltern. It is then
shifted till it is focussed on Lhe other, the line ol;oining the
two points being adjusted parallel to Lhe direcLion of motion
of the microscope. The dilference betrveen tlte readings for
the microscope positions in the two cases gives Llte distance
required.

The inslrument can be used to measure boLh ltorizonlal
and vertical distances.

For nreasuring small lengtlis, rnicroscopes are provided
with finely graduat.ed scales called micrometer scale placed

at the comrlton focus of the eye-piece anttr the objectirre.

To measure the value o[ one division o[ the ttlicronteter
scale. place a tinely graduated scale on (he base of the
microscope. Focus iL and count the nuntber N divisions o[
lhe micrometer scale covered by n divisions of Lhis scale.

Then one division of the micrometer scale = $ division of

the graduated scale.

krr l)egree Students

llrc colurrrn rlrrcl lhen ll1, turning
lirn llr. nl{,)\ c(l up or dorvn through
porlllorr arljusted. Tlre ltosition of
oll'olr tlre scale on the colunrn by
lrlr:ricolle is providetd rvith a spirit
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the screu, tr tlre tclescope
a small distance and so its
Lhe carriage C can be read
means of a rremier V. The

Ievel L on the lop rvhich
s('rvcs to shorv when Lhe
irxls o[ the telescope is
Irrlrizontal. The instrrrm-
rrtt is Ievelled u,ith lhe
lrcllt of the levelling scre-
rvs at the base and the
screw below the teles-
colre in Lhe telescope
carriage. The Lelescope is
llror,,ided rrriLh cross-
rvires. In measuring the
cl istance betrveen two
poinLs, the horizontal
wire is usually made to
coincide with the images
o[ the points one after
another and its position
noted from thc vernier.
The difference betweerr
the Lwo posi-tions gives
the desired distance.
Using the Cathetometer.
(i) Before using the cath-
et.ometer for measuring
rlistances it is necessary
lo level the cathetometer
so Lhat its column is Fig.2.B

vertical and the telescope axis is horizontal. To do this. turn
the column till the telescope is parallel to the line joining
lrvo ol the levelling screws of Lhe base and by turning these
.i('r.('lvs bring lhe bubble of the Lelescope le'el half-rvay back
lo llrr. centre. Turn the screw attached to t.he telescope
r';rrrlirr,c to llr"irrg lhe bubble fully to the centre. Next turn the
.,t'r ti.irl <'olrrrrrn rr,,itl-r the telescope carriage through lgo". Ir

To measure the length of
microscope upon the object and
division of the scale covered bY

of the oblect is d multiplied by

a small object. focus the
note the number (d) of tne
the image. Then the length
the length corresponding to

one division of the micrometer scale.

2.6. CATHETOMETER

A cathetometer is an instrument for accurately
cleLerntirring r,'ertical lenglh aboul a nret.re or so. It consisl-s

of a verlical colurnn AB fixed to a heavy metal sland in such a
rvay that it can be made to rotate about a verlical axis, the

rotation being limited by two adjustable stops (Fig. 2.8)

The column and the metal stand are provided rvith
levelling screws at the base. Along the column a telescope T
can be movecl, the axis of rvhich is horizontal. The column
has a scale engraved along one [ace. The telescope is

supported by a carriage C rvhich can slide along the column'
a second carriage D sliding along the same column being

connected with the carriages which support the telescope
by a microrneter screw E. This carriage D can be clamped to

D
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Oral Questions and their Answers.

l. why are tlt<: baam ond the plns oJ' a balance supported bg lcnlJb'

edges on agalc Plate?
In order to dinrinish the h'ictiorr of rvorking parts of support

alld stlsPellsion
2. When rlill the beam oJ the balctncc bc hotlzorttctl?

when the rnoment of the rvelght of the body to be welghed and

that of the standard 'rveighl' aborlt the fulcrun-r are equal'

3. Whal arc llrc requtsltes o-l'tt gaxl balo'ncc?

Mtrst be trtrely sensitive' stable and rigid (See a text book)

4. Wral is s.rllsitilrity oJ'a balance'?

Sere theoll' ExPt. 5.

5. Wrry arc lht' u'er'.ghls ptLt ort tl:|e riglhl'hartcl ltnrt ortd the bodg on

lha lqli ) r ctr tcl ltcttt'?
The tveights are to be varied aild fLrr cottvenience of putting

thern, tl-rey are placed on the riglrt-hand pan'

6. Disttngulsh betueen mass and u:algltt. Hou' do th<:g ttary?

Mass (m) of a bocly is tlre quattl'it1, of nratter corrtained tn the

body. It ls an lnvariable quzrntity.

Weight (rr.$ is the force rvith u'hich the body ls attracted by

the earth towarcls its centre. As ttre accelcration dtre to gravlty

changes fronr place to place, tlrc weiglrt varies. It varies from

place to place. It clecreases rvhen the' bocl.y is taken (i) at high

altitude (ii) iu deep mine (iii) lionl Pole to ecluator. At the

centre o[ the earth it vanishes.

7. Mrat ts mc'asttt'ec1 bq abalcutc:r'--In('ss or t'eight'?

Here mass is nteasrtred ll1' q6t.traring it witlr that of the

standard 'weights'. Only the sprirrg balance gives the weight'

but tl-re comlllon balance does ttot.

EXPT. 6. TO DETERMINE TI.IE YOUNG'S MODULUS FOR

- T}IE MATERIAL OF AIVIRE BY SEARI,E'S APPARATUS.

(- \tn"ory : Provideci ihe distortion o[ a body is not too great,

[a t)rol)ortional to the magnitude of the lorces producing '.he

J ilistt,rtion. This fact is known as "I,lpglg's larv".r)tt- a \.'/ire of
d pirtrrral lengtlr I is stretched or cornil)resscd a distarlce x by a

J ' l'orce Ir. exl)eriment revcals tltat /
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I trl2l

Fie.2. 17.

Mean value of m as obtained from the $raph = ....
,oo,
tQz - 9r,

Acceleration due to gravity = ......cm/sec2

,-, = 
360(!r-{,)ga 

x--g ......dynes/sq.cm.
12 f (,pL -,pit

Discussions : (i) The length of the wire is to be measured
from the point of suspension upto the point at whiclt the
pointer is attached.

(ii) The radius of the wire should be measured with
maximum possible accuracy.

(iii) The threads supporting the hangers should be

parallel to ensure that the arm of the couple is equal to the
diameter of the fly-wheel.

Oral Questions and their Answers

l. What are shearlng stress and sheartng stratn?

Shearing stress ts the tangential force applled per unit area

while shearing strain ts the angle of shear expressed in radians

2. What is rigtdttg? What ts its unlt?

lirr l)c(rce Students

Rlgldlty ls the ratlo of shearing stress to the shearlng straln. In
C. C. S. system lts unit is dlmes/sq- em.
Doc,s the change ln the ualues oJlergh and. dionletrl. oJ the wtre
afl'cct the ualwe oJ rlgdlty?
No: such changes only change the turlst-
What ts the elfect of change oJ temperahtre on figtdtS?
Wlth the increase of temperature, rigtdity decreases-
Dfslfnguish betueen torstonal rlgtdtty r arid. stmple rtstdltU {n)
'lhe couple required to twist the wlre by one radian is the
lorslonal rigidity (r) while ratio of the sheartng stress to

shearing strain is the simple rtgiditlr (ril-. =ry:
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EX?r. ro. To DETERMTT\rE TrrE MODULUS OF RrcrDrry OF

V wrnB By rHE METHoD oF oscrlLtrrroNs (DyNAlwc
METHOD)

Theory : If a heavy body be supported by a vertical wire of
k:ngth I and radius r, so that
llrr: axis of the wire passes
llrrough its centre of gravtty
(1.'lg 2.18) and if the body be
Irrrned through an angle and
rt: leased, it will execute
Irlrsional oscillations about a
vertical axis. If at any instant
the angle of twist be 0, the
Irroment of the torsional couple
cxerted by the wire will be

rm(
2tg = Ce.....(l)

- nnr4wllereC= 2L =aconstant
nnd n is the modulus of rigidity
ol' the material of the wire.
'l'lr e refore, the motion is
nllnl>le harmonic and of fixed
;lerlod

(d:-01 ) ru qGil16€2 +

Fig.2"l8
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r = zorrf........ (a

where I is the moment of inertia of the body.
Frorn (l) and (2).

^ 4n2l 8nll,T.Z 
- 

-

r - C -nr4
8rllorn =ffidynes/sq.cm

Apparatus : A uniform wire, a disc or cylindrical bar,
suitable clamps, stop-watch, screw gauge, metre scale, etc.

Description of the apparatus : The apparatus consists o[ a

solid cylinder C suspended from a ri$id support by means of
the wire of which the modulus of ri$idity is to be

deterrnined (Fig 2.18). The upper end of the wire A is fixed
at a rigid support. By means of a detachable screw the
cylinder is attached to the lower end of the wire B so that
the axis of suspension coincides with the axis of the
cylinder. In some cases the whole arrangement is enclosed
in a glass case to avoid air disturbances.

Procedure : (i) Detach the cylinder from the suspension
and weigh it with a balance. Also measure its diameter by
means of a pair of slide callipers at five different places.

Then calculate the mornent of inertia of the cylinder from its

mass M and radius a using the relatton | = 2Ma2.

{ii) Measure the diameter: of the wire by means o[ a

screw gauge at five different points along the length of Lhe

wire, taking two mutually perpendicular readings at each

position.
{iii} Suspend the cylinder with the experimental wire

frnrn the rigid support so that it rotates about the axis of the

wirr.
{iv) Measure the length of the wire from ihe point of

support and the point at which the wire is attached to the

cylinder with a rod and metre scale'

{v) Put a vertical chalk mark on the surface of the

cylinder and when it is at rest, place a pointer facing the

vertical line. In reference to this pointer, oscillations are

counted.. Alternately a telescope is to be focussed from a

lbr Defl rt't: Sttrtlents \--sr-

rlisllrt<:c glt the vertical line on the cylinder so that it may

rcrrurlrr colncident (without parallax) with the vertical line of

tlrt: <'ross-wire of the telescope.
(vl)Givealittletwist.tothecylinderfromitspositionof

rt:st through a certain angle so that it begins to oscillate

al;out its axis of suspension. with the help of a stop-watch.

note the time for 3o complete oscillations. when the vertical

llne on the cylinder is going towards the right' crossing the

tip of the pointer or the vertical line of the cross-wire of the

(elescope, a stop-watchis started. The cylinder will perform

one complete oscillation when the line on it crosses the

pointer or the vertical line of the cross-wire again in the

same direction.
(vii) Repeat the operations three times and from these

observations calculate the mean period of oscillation'

Results:

(A) Reaclings Jor the diameter oJ the u;ire'

Tabulate as in exPt. 9.

Mean diameter of the wire = ... cm
Mean radius of the wire. r = ...cm
Readings Jor tle diameler oJ the cglinder
Tabulate the result as in exPt. 9
Radius of the cYlinder, a = ..... cm
Moss oJ cglinder, M = .--.. 9m.
Moment of inertia of the cYlinder

I =| nn a2 =.......gm cm2

Length oJ the wire, L.

(i) ...cm (ii) ... cm (iii) ... cm
Mean [ =... cfir
Readings Jor the time Pertod T.

(B)

(c)

(D)

(E)

No.of
oLrs

Time for
3O oscillations

Period of
oscillation

T

Mean
T.

I
2
.)
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Calculation : Modulus of rigidity

,=ffirres/sq.cm
Discusslons : (i) Since the radius of the wire occurs in

fourth power, it should be measured very accurately.
(ii) A large number of oscillations should be counted for

determining ordinary T, the period of oscillation.
(iii) The e -peimental wire should pass through the axis

of the cylinder.
(iv) The pendulum oscillation of the cylinder, if any,

should be stopped.
(v) Since the ratio of displacement to the acceleration is

constant, the angular amplitude may have any value within
the elastic limits of the experimental wire.

(vi) With the increase of the length of the wire period of
oscillation increases and with the increase of the diameter of
the cylinder the period decreases.

Oral Questions and their Answers.

l. How da the Length and dlameter of the wlre alfect the pertd
oJ osctllatlon oJ a torstonal pendulum?
See 'Discussion (vt)'

2. Does the perlod oJ osctllatlon depend on the omplttude oJ
oscfllation oJ the cyltnder?
No. The angle of oscillation may have any value within the
elastlc limlt of the suspension wlre.
Hou: ttstll the perlod of osclllatlon be alfected tJ the bob oJ the
pendulum be made heotsg?

Wlth greater mass moment of lnertia lncreases and
te slowly with greater perlod.

11. DETERMII\E TIIE SPRING CONSTANT AND
MASS OF A GTVEN SPIRAL SPRING AND

CALCULATE TIIE RIGIDITY MODULUS OF THE
ITIATERIAL OF THE SPRING.

Theory : If a spring be clamped vertically at the end P, and
loaded with a mass mo at the other end A, then the period of
vibration of the spring along a vertical line is given by

for Degree Studcnts

r = 2n\F+* = ,. \F ..... ... .. .... u)

where m' is a constant called the elfectiue mass of the
sprlng and k, the spring constant ie., the ratio between the
adcled fiorce and the corresponding extension of the spring.

How the mass of the spring contributes to the effective
mass of the vibrating system can be shown as follows.
Consider the knietic energy of a spring and its load
undergoing simple harmonic motion. At the instant under
consideration let the load mo be moving with velocity vo as

shown in fig. 2.19.

Fig.2.r9.
At this same instant an element dm of the mass m of the

spring will also be moving up but with a velocity v which is
smaller than vo. It is evident that the ratio between v and vo

isJust the ratio between y and yo. Hence, ;=#i.e., v = f V.
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The kinetic energ/ of the spring alone will be T1* O*.

But dm may be written u" f dy, where * ," *. mass of the

spring.

Thus the integral equals a i t$f vo2. The total kinetic
enerES/ of the system will then be

j trn"* f) r.' and the effective mass of th'e system is,

m
therelore, mo +E

I
Hence m' = im ..............................(2)

where m' = efifective mass of the spring and m = true
mass of the spring. The applied force mog is proportional to
the extension I within the elastic limit. Therefore mg-kl.

6
Hence I = ft.* .........................(3)

If n is the rigidity modulus of the material of the spring,
then it can also be proved that

4NR3K
,, ==;z:. ............(4)

where N = oumber of turns in the spring, R = radius of
the spring and r = radius of the wire of the spring and
k=spring constant.

Apparatus : A spiral spring, convenient masses with
hanging arangement, clamp or a hook attached to a rigid
framework of heavy metal rods, weighing balance, stop clock
and scale. The spiral spring may be a steel spring capable of
supporting sufficient loads. A cathetometer may also be used
to determine vertical displacements more accurately.

Procedure : (i) Clamp the spring at one end at the edge

of the working table or suspend the spring by a hook
attached to a rigid framework of heavy metal rods.

(ii) Measure the length L of the spring with a metre
scale. Put a scale behind the spring or make any other
arrangement to measure the extensions of the spring.

(iiil Add suitable weight to the free end of the spring so
that it extends to the position O (Fig.2.l8). On the reference
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frame put behind the spring' read the extension I and note

the position O.
(iv) Pull the load from position O to a moderately low

position B and th;; let it !o' The spring will now execute

simple harmonic *otio" anI vibrate 'p and down about the

position O. With 
"-"iop 

clock-take the time of 5O vibrations'

Count the vibratio"* UV observing the tralsits -in 
one

direction of the J;;;t "tgt 
or the-load at o across the

reference line.Comf,ute the-period T in sec per vibration'

(v) Repeat "ptI;;;;'iit'i 
t"i (iv) ror at least 5 sets of

loads.
(vi) Draw graphs with added loads mo in grams (abscissa)

against the extensions of the spring in cm (ordinate) and

with T2 as a runctiln oi *o. Draw line"s of best fit through the

points.

Eu
g
c
.9
o
c
(l/

x
0,

1

--------------r mq in gm

(a)
FiE.2.2A

(vii) From the first graph Ietermine the slope of the line

by choosing two pointJ on it' one near the origin with co-

rlrrtlrrates xr cm -d y, gm-wt and the other near tlte upper

;:;;i .i the line wittr co-oidinates x2 cm fftd az gm-wt'
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The slope will be ffi e*-wtlcm and the spring
constant k will be this slope multiplied by g.

The second graph T2 us mo does not pass through the
origin ou/ing to the mass of the spring which has not been
considered in drawing it. The intercept of the resulting line
on the mass-axis give m' the effective mass of the spring

(viii) Measure t}re mass m of the spring with a balance
and show that the effective mass m'obtained from the graph

rloriti,e.,rn'= #
(ix) Count the number of turns in the spring. Determine

the radius of the spring. With the help of a slide callipers
(Art. 2- f ) find out the inside and outside diameters of the
spring. Make several observations. Take the mean values. If D
is the outside diameter and d is the inside diameter then

mean radius of tne spring is given by T
Also measure the radius of the wire of the spring very

carefully with a screw-gauge. A number of values are to be
obtained at different points and the mean yalue taken.

Then with the help of eqn. (4), calculate the rigidity
modulus of the material of the spring.

(C) Draw the graph as described in procedure (vi).
(D) Cll.hla;tiort oJ k, tle spring constant and m' the elfectiue

mass oJ tllc sprtng as described in procedwe (oil.

From FE 2.2oa.#*-.....gm-wt/cm= M (say).

Spring constant k = ME = .............dynes/cm
(E) Maslur.ement oJ tIrc mass oJ the spring, m =.....- ....gms.
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(F) Dato Jor calculation oJ n, the rigiditg modulus oJ the

material oJ tf:e sPring.
(a) No. of turns N in the sPrin$ = ...
(b) Radius of the sPring R:

Extemal diameter of the spring (mean) D -.....'.....'cm'
Internal diameter of the spring (mean) fl = ...'.........cm'

Radius of the spring, R - T '......cln.

(c) Radius of the wire of the spring (mean) r =.......cm'

Calcglatlon 
' 
.,=S*E =.. . .......:....... dynes/sq.cm.-(

From graph ,, .#;* =.................. gm-wt/cm' =M (sav)'

Spring constant k= Mg =.............. dynes/cm.

From Fig. 2.2Ob, effective mass of spring, 6'= ....'....$ms'

Oral Questions and their Answers.

l. What fs sPrtng constant?
When a force ls applied to the free end of a splral sprlng

suspended from a flxed support, the spring stretches ln a

normal maneer and obeys Hooke's law. The ratio of the applied

force and the elongation ls a constant and ls known as the

sprlng constant.
2. What ts the elfectlue moss oJ the sprlng?

on the period of vlbrauons of a sprlng lvtth a load, the effect of

the mass of the sprtng dlstrlbuted over lts whole length ls the

same as though one-thtrd the mass of the sprlng ls added to

the load. This one-third the mass of the sprtng is known as

the effective mass of the sPrlng.

EXPT. T2. TO DETERMINE THE MOMENT OT INERTIA OT

A TLY-WIIEEL ABOUT ITS AXIS OF RO(ATION.

Theory z Fig.2.2la, shows a mass M, attached by means

of a string to the axle of a fly-wheel radius r' the moment of
inertia of which, about its axis of rotation, is I. The length of

the string is such that it becomes detached from the axle

when the mass strikes the floor. In falling a distance h' the
potential energJr of the mass has been converted into kinetic
rotational and translation energy. If ur be the maximum
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Res,uilE z 7/
(A) Ie'rrdith oJ the spring L = crr
tgl *t r inatiuts oJ extensions and time periods.

h(o.oI
obs"

Loads
mo ln

Orrrs

Extenslon
ln cms-

No.of
vlbratlons

Total
tlme

ln secs

pertod
T

ln sec.

"p

I
2
3
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Fig.2.22a
Iw = 14919

Hence the motion is
vibrations,

r=zn ! nfu

Practical Physics

Theory : Compound pendulurn is
a rigid body of any strape free to
turn about a horizontal axis. In
Eig. 2.22a, G is the cenire of
gravity of the pendulum of mass
M, which performs oscillations
about a horizontal axis througtr
O. When the pendulum is aL an
angle e to the vertical, the equ_
ation of motion of the pendulum
is Iw = Mglsino where w is the
angular acceleration produced, I
is the distance OG and I is ilre
moment of inertia of the
pendulum about the axis of
oscillations. For small amplitude
of vibrations, sinO - 0, so that

simple harmonic, with period of
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5. What ls the phgslcal stgnl,ficance of the moment lnertta?
Moment of lnertla plays the same part tn rotatlng bodtes asmass plays when bodles move in strilght line.6. What ts the untt oJ moment oJ tnertta?
In C.G.S. system it ls gm. cm 2

EXPT. r3. To DETERMINE THE VALUE OF g, ACCELER-
ATION DUE TO GRAVITY, BY MEAI\IS OF A COMPOT]ND
PENDULUM

of the rigid body (compound
that of a simple pendulum of

- k2+PL=- t
This length L. ls known as the length of the simple
equivalen[ pendulum. The expression for-i. can be writlen as
a quadratic in (0. Thus fronr (2)

If K is the radius of gyration of the pendulum about an axis
through G parallel to the axis of oscillation through O, from
the Parallel Axes Theorem,
I = M(K2+12), and so

^f=2n (t)

--/t'

T - 2n '\E th. period
pendulum) is the same as
length

L2-L+k2=o (s)
This giues two ualues oJ I (h and 12) for which the body has
equal times of vibration. From the theory of quadratic
equations,

h+lz =L and l1L2=1Q
As the sum and products of two roots are positive, the two
roots are both positiue. This means that there are two
positions of the centre o[ suspension on the same side of
C.G. about which the periods (T) would be same. Similarly
there will be two more points of suspension on the other
side of the C. G., about which the time periods (T) will again
be the same. Thus, there are altogether jbur points, tu;o on
cither side of the C.G., about which the time periods of the
pendulum are the same (T). The distance between two such
points, assymetrically situated on either side of the C. G., will
be the length (L) of the simple equivalent pendulum. If the
length OG in Fig.2.22a is [1 and we measure the length

lr2 12
CS = ]. along OG produced, then obviously T = t, Or, OS =Ll ----J Ll
OG + GS = ll + L2 = L. The period of oscillation about either
O or S is the same.
The point S is called the centre of oscillation. The points O
and S are interchangeable Le., when the body oscillates
about O or S, the time period is the same. If this period

of oscillation is T. then from the exprcssion T = 2o .r,l"A *,
get

I
I = 4to. ;,

By finding L graphically, and determining the value of the
period T, the acceleration due to gravity (g) at the place of
the experiment can be determined.

Since tl-le periodic Lime of a simple pendulum is given by
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Apparatus : A bar pendulum, a small metal wedge, a beam
compass, a spirit level, a telescope with cross-wires in the
eye-piece, stop-watch, and a wooden prism with metal edge.
Description of the apparatus : The
apparatus ordinarily used in the
laboratory is a rectangular bar AB of
brass about I meter long. A series of
holes is drilled along the bar at
intervals of 2-3 cm (Fig.2.22bl. By
inserting the metal wedge S in one of
the holes and placing the wedge on
the support S1S2, the bar may be
made to oscillate.
Procedure : (i) Find out the centre of
gravity G of the bar by balancing it on
the wooden prism.
(ii) Put a chalk mark on the line AB of
the bar. Insert the metal wedge in the
first hole in the bar towards A and
place the wedge on the support S1S2
so that the bar can turn round S.
(iii) Place a telescope at a distance of
about a metre from the bar and focus
the cross-wires and rotate the collar
of the tube till the cross-wires form a
distinct cross. Next focus the
telescope on the bar and see that the
point of inter-section of the cross- Fi8.2.22b.
wires coincides with the chalk mark along the line AB of the
bar.
(iv) Set the bar to oscillate taking care to see that the

amplitude of oscillations is not more than bo. Note the time
for 5O oscillations by counting the oscillations when the line
AB passes the inter-section of the cross-wires in the same
direction.
(v) Measure the length from the end A of the bar to the top
of the first hole i.e., upto the point of suspension of the
pendulum.
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(vl) In the same way, suspend the bar at holes 2,3"--."..----...and
each time note times for EO oscillations- Also measmre
distances from the end A for each hole-
(vii) When the middle point of the bar is passed, it will turn
round so that the end B is now on the top- But continue
measuring distances from the point of suspension to the end
A
(viii) Now calculate the tirne-period T from the tisre
recorded for 5O oscillations.
(ix) On a nice and large graph paper, plot a curve vrith
length as abscissa and period T as ordinate with the origin at
the middle of the paper along the abscissa- (Fig.2-22c)-
{x) Through the point on the graph paper corresponding to
the centre of gravity of the bar, draw a vertical line. Draw a
second line ABCD along the abscissa- AC or BD is the length

of the equirralent simple pendulum i-e-, L=fr* f. AG =Ir anetr
r.2

GC = ? = lz, C being the centre of oscillation-tl

Similarly GD =Ir and GB = f = 12. B being the centr:e cf

oscillation. From this, E =4r2 # "* be calculated.

(xi) By drawing another line A'B'C'D' calculate another value
ofg

Alternate method of measuring flre length of ttre pendulum.
Instead of measuring length frorn the end A to the point-

o[ suspension, Iength can also be rneasured from the point of
suspension to the centre of gravity G of the bar (see Fig"
2.22b). In that case also there will be two sets of readings-
one with the end A at the top and again with the end B at
the top. calculate the period T with Eo oscillations at each
suspension. Now draw a graph with the centre of gravity of
the bar at the origin which is put at the rriddle of the paper
along thd abscissa. Put the length rneasured towards the end
A to the left and that measured towards the end B to tlre
right of the origin (see Fig.2.22cl- A line AETCD draurn parallel
to the abscissa intersects the two curves at A ts C and D.

S

",@"

.&
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AC or BD is the length of the equivalent

for Degree Students

(B) Altemate method oJ measuring Lengtlt
Use the above table only changing the third column
"Distance from G",the centre of gravity.
(From graph)
lrngth AC=.....cm. Length BD =...cm.
Mean length I,=AQIED =...cm

Corresponding time-period from the graph.
4n2L

E= f =.'....cm. Per sec2

Here also the length
simple pendulum.

.l
I
I
I-1-
I

_L-,t

c.G

c,B,
by

K-c\
O2

---'-'---'Distance ol
G

knife-eds. tig fixed end
in cm.

FiE.2.22c

Resufts:

(N Obseruation Jor the time Wrid T and_ the distonce oJ tte
pint oJ suspension Jrom the end A.

T =...SeC.

Discussions: (i) Distances are to be measured from the end A
or the point G, preferably from A.
(ii) In rneasuring time an accurate stop-watch should be
used.
(iii) Oscillations should be counted whenever the line of the
bar crosses the intersecting point of the cross- wires, in the
same direction.
(iv) Graph paper used should have sharp lines and accurate
squares and should be sufficiently large to draw smooth and
large curves.
(v) Amplitude of oscillations must not be more than 5'
(vi) Error due to the yielding of support, air resistance, and
irregular knife-edge should be avoided.

At tlre top Hole no. Dlstance

from A

Time for 5O

osclllatlons

Mean Time Mean Period

T

End A =cm (t)....sec

(li)...sec

[iitl.,.sec

2 =.'..cm (i)....sec

(ii)...sec

Itiil..,sec

=...cm (i)

{ii)
(iii)

etc

Ond B I

2 etc etc
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only helps us to
is not necessary

for determining the value of 'g'
(viii) For the lengths corresponding to the points A,B, C and
D the period is the sarne.
(ix) At the lowest points of the curves P1 and P2 the centre
of suspension and the centre of oscillation coincide.
It is really difficult to locate the points P1 and P2 in the
graph and so K is calculated from the relation

K={c,tcs ={cecc.

EXPT .14. TO DETERMINE THE VALUE Oilg' By KATER,S
REVERSIBLE PENDULUM.

Theory : In a Kater's pendulum if 11 and 12 be distances of
two points from the centre of gravity of the bar and on
opposite direction from it such that the periods of
oscillations about these points are exactly equal, then period
T is given by

T= 2n or {= Qn2

But it is extremely difficult to make the periods exactly
equal. It can, however, be shown in the following way that
the time-periods T1 and T2 about these two points need not
be exactly equal.

rL=2n{W.rz=2n.ff
or T12.l1g = (4n2 tf+K2),T22.12g=4n211 |+t<2).

subtractin e, ff?h-fi b)e = qn2{t?-8)

-- 4n2 Llrf-t2r22 1[r]*t! fi+tf,]
'" g = -P7;t- = zl tn1, * t,*t -.l

8n2 Tt2+Tr2 Tt2-T.r2Ur' g - lyl 2 + trtz.
From the above relation, g can be calculated.
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Apparatus : Kater's pendulum, stop-watch,
telescope, etc,
Description of the apparatus : The Kater's
pendulum consists of a metal rod about one
metre in length having a heavy ma'ss W fixed
at one end (Fig.2.23). TVro steel knife-edges
k1 and k2 are fixed to this rod with their
edges turned towards each other, from
which the pendulum can be suspended. Two
other small weights w1 and w2 can slide
along the rod and can be screwed anywhere
on it. With the help of these two weights,
centre of gravity of the rod can be altered
and the periods of oscillation of the pend-
ulum about k1 and k2 can be made equal.
The smaller weight w2 has a micrometer
arrangement for fine adjustment. The
pendulum is made to oscillate about one of
the knife-edges from a rigid support.
Procedure : (i) Suspend the pendulum from
a rigid support about the knife-edge k1, so
that the weight W is in downward position.
(ii) Focus the cross-wires of the telescope
and rotate the collar of the tube till the
cross-wires form a distinct cross. Next place
the telescope at a distance of about one
metre from the pendulum and focus it on
the lorver tail t of the pendulum (or
alternately on a chalk line marked along the
length of the pendulum) so that the vertical Fig. 2.23
line of the cross-wire or the point of intersection of the

cross-wires (when none of them is vertical) coincides with
the tail t or the chalk mark.
(lii) Displace the pendulum slightly and release it. The
llendulum will begin to oscillate. Note the time for lO
complete oscillations (the amplitude of oscillations should be
small) with an accurate stop-watch. Repeat the same for the
knife-edge k2. The two times will generally differ.
(lv) Slide the heavier weight w1 in one direction and note
tlre tlme for lO oscillations about k1 and k2. If the difference

85

(vii) Determination of the position of G
understand that AG=[randGC = t =t, ..rO

h *Lz
^p2
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between hese two times decreases, then the weight w1
should be slided in the same direction in subsequent
adjustments. But If the difference between these two times
increases, .slide the weight w1 in the opposite direction.
(v) Go on adjusting the weight w1 until the times for lO, 15

and 20 oscillations about the knife-edges k1 and k2 become
nearly equal.
(vi) Then make the final adjustment by sliding w2 until the
time for 5O oscillations about the two knife-edges are very
nearly equal.
(vii) The apparatus is now ready for recording periods T1

and T2. Suspend the pendulum about the knife-edge k1 and
carefully record the time for 5O oscillations. Repeat the
process 5 times. Then suspend the pendulum about the
knife-edge k2 and make 5 observations with 5O oscillations
each time. The mean time-period about k1 is T1 and that
about k2 is T2.
(viii) Carefully remove the pendulum from the support
without disturbing any of the weights. Place the rod system
on the wedge and find out the C.G. of the system. Measure
accurately the distance 11 of k1 from C.G. and 12 of k2 from
C.G. Hence the distance between the two knife-edges is
L1+12.

Then calculate 'g' from the relation given in eqn. (2) in the
theory.

(A) Recording oJ time Jor 10,15,20, etc, oscillations after
successiue a{ius tments.
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(B) Recording of time Jor 5O oscillations
Jiner adjustment.
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aJter xrccessiue

T1 and T2 should be nearly equal.
(D) Distance befioeen the tuo knide-edges.

No of.

obs

Time for 5O oscillations
about knife-edges

kl k2
I
2
3

etc.

(Cl Recording oJ the periods T1 and T2

No.of

obs.

Time for 5O

oscillations
about the

knife-edge k1

Mean

Tr

Time for 5O

oscillations
about the

knife-edge k2

Mean

T2

I
2
3
4
5

No.of
obs

Reading at
kr

Mean
(a)

Readtng at
ko

Mean
tbl

Mean distance
(l'+L)=a-b

I
2

3

.-.cm

..crn

...cm
..-cm ....cm

No.of

obs.

Time
about knife-edge k1

Time
about knife-edge k2

I
2

3

etc.

(E) Measurement of 11 and 12.

No.of

drs

Readlng at

knife-edge

kr

Mean

(a)

Reading

atC.G.

Mean

(b)

Reading at

knife-cdge

Mean

{c)

Mean

length

lr-5

Mean

length

h=bt

I

2

3

.--m

...cm

....m

,..cm

...cm

k2 ...cm ...cm -.-m
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8r{P rl+r22 fifit'g =ll*t2 *-Ea-"-
or, g -......cm lserP

Discussions : (if The arc of swing should be small.
{ii} The support should be rigid and should not move when

the pendulum oscillates.
(iiil Telescope may not be used in the earlier part of the

adjustments.

Oral $uestions and theirAnswers.

l. Whal ls ocrrnllolnd.pndtfitm?
See theory of Er<pt No-13.

z. Whtch Is superlor-compound pendulum or a simple
pendulum?

The ideal conditions of a strnple pendulum cannot be attained
ln practice. In a eompound pendulum the length of an
equtvalent slmple pendulum can be determined and hence the
value of "9" can be accurately found out. The compound
pendulum osctllates as a whole and due to its heavy mass, goes

on osctllating for a long tlme. Hence compound pendulum ls
superior to simple pendulum.

Whrrl do gou ff,eon bg ente of supenslon and centre oJ
osl;i&atlon?

It ls possible to Iind out two potnts on the opposlte side of the
centre of gravity of the pendulum such that the perlods of
oscillation of the pendulum about these polnts are equal. One
point is called the centre of suspension and the other polnt is
called the centre of osclllation.

What is fle lengfr oJthe eqrfitolent stmple pendulum?
The dtstance between the centre of suspenslon and the centre
of osclllatlon is called the length of the equlvalent stmple
pendulum"
What are frv deJds oJthe crlrmpound pendulum?
Tlre compound pendulum tends to drag some air wlth lt and
this lncreases the effective mass and hence the moment of
inertia of the movlng system. (il) The amplltude of oscillation
ts finite whlch needs some correction.
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EXPT. 15. TO DETERMINE THE SURFACE TENSION OF
WATER BY CAPILLARY TUBE METHOD AI\[D HENCE TO
VERIFYJI]RIIYS LAW.

Theory : The surface tension of a liquid is the force acting
perpendicular to each centimetre of the imaginary line in
the plane of the surface. If one end of a clean capillary tube
of fine bore is dipped into a liquid, the liquid rises up the
tube throuSh a height h(Fi9.2.24) The surface tension T acts

Fig-.2.24
due to gravity.

upwards along the tangent to the
meniscus. The component of T
acting vertically upwards is Tcos0
and the total force acting
upwards is ?cosO. 2nr, r being the
internal radius of the capillary
tube. This is the upward force
due to surface tension of the
liquid.
The weight of the liquid column
acting downwards is equal to v x p

x g where p is the density of the
liquid and g is the acceleration

The volumeY= rr2h + volume of the meniscus for a tube of
uniform bore. If the radius r is small, the meniscus = volume
of a cylinder of radius r and height h - volume of hemisphere
of radius r. This can be written as

volume of meniscu t = o1-l,nt=lrn"

Therefore v= nr2lt+!rF=nr2 frr+ i1
Hence weight of the liquid column = 7rr2(h+ tl o.*.

Since the column is in equilibrium the upward force due to
surface tension must support the weight of the liquid
column.
Hence, for equilibrium,

T cos 0 x 2nr = nr2 (h+ in o.n.
For water 0 is zero and hence cos9 is unity. So the above
relation gives
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CHAPTER V
LIGIIT

5.f Parallax
In many experiments on light, one usually comes across

th e r.e rm pra,ta* .;LJr: 
a'*il*. lT TJ :]"1il311ff ,*o

F 

---5 
distant objects P and O which are

' I situated at two different distances from
I the eye but are in line with it to begin
I

I with (Fig. 5.1). Now if the eye is moved

I towards the right, P will appear to have

-{o 
moved in the same direction as the eye

II while A will aPPear to have moved
I r r - -r- !- rL^ ^-^-^^:t^ ):-^^t:^^I backwards in the opposite direction Le.,

I towards the left. The eye no longer
I appears to lie in one line with P and Q.
ll

V 
This apparent change of position of
distant objects, due to the actual change

Fig. 5.1 of position of the observer. is known as

parottax- Ttrus porallox mectns separation The amount of the
apparent shift is known as parallactic shift. The separation
becornes less as the distance between P and Q decreases and
it simply vanishes when P and Q are coincident in one
position.

Cause and elimination of optical parallax : It can be easily
seen that the cause of optical parallax is due to the fact that
the two objects lying in different vertical planes
perpendicular to the line of sight, subtend different angles
when the eye is moved obliquely to andJro perpendicular to
the line of sight- To illustrate this point let us consider the
Fig. 5.2. L€t E, I and P represent the position of the eye and
the two objects lone oJ the objects mog, inJact, be tte image
oJ tlv other as it so oJten happens in optical experiments, or
they both mag be the images oJ two difJerent objects)
respectively on the same line. To begin with' if the eye is at
the position E on the line EQP then the two rays QE and PE
from Q and P respectively follow the same path and hence
the two objects Q and P will be found to lie in one straight
line.
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Now if the eye is nroved torvards left in the position Er,
Lhen the ray PE1, from p will remain on ilre left side of ilre
ray QE1. from Q. As a result the object p will appear to move
towards the left while the object e appears to move towards
right i.e., in the opposite direction. For exacily similar
reason, the object P will appear to move towards the right,
while Q will appear to move towards left when the eye is
moved towards right in the position E2.

Fig. 5.2

Thus it can be seen
that as the eye moues,
the more distant oJ
the htso objects uiz. p
moues u.ttth the ege
while the nearer
object uiz. Q moues
opposite to the ege.
Therefore, by the
movement of P and Q

relative to the movement of the eye, one can detect which
object (here O) is nearer to the eye and which object (here
P) is far away from the eye.

We have already seen that parallax vanishes when the two
objects are coincident. Hence to eliminate parallax between
the two objects P and e, the nearer object (o) will have to be
moved away from the eye le., towards the distant object (p)
or the distant object (p) will have to moved towards if,e .y.
i.e., towards the nearer object (g), until there is no
separation between p and Q whether the eye is moved from
E towards E1 or E2. This means that the two objects are
now coincident with one another and they will be found to
move together with the movement of the eye.

The principle of parallax is used in may cases to rocate
the position of an image by moving a pointer until it appears
to coincide with the image despite movements of the
observer's eye. The process is illustrated in Fig. b.g. p
represents the real image of the pin g seen on looking from
some distance vertically above the pin e into a biconvex lens
lll.cerl above a plane mirror. on moving the head from side

&F#t
E.
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Fig. 5.3

to side, the pins appear to cross the lens surface as

indicatedinthetopdiagramofFig.5.3.Thebottomdiagram
showsthepositionofnoparallax.Whenthispositionis
found, the pin Q is in the same place as its image P which

has to be located. As explained above, it can be seen that the

pin O (Fig. 5.2) is too near the cbsei-rer and must bc moved

back to give the required result.

5.2 The opticai -bench and its uses.

A very common piece of apparatus used for the measuremen-

eye to righl eyc ctntrol ctc to lcft

Fig.5.4

.J
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Ls of the optical constants of mirrors and lenses is the

optical benclt. in its sinlplest form, it consists of a long'

narrow, horizontal bed, on wl-rich can slide several vertical

stands (Fig. 5.4). Tl-rese stands which carry the object'

screen, lens or mirror, may be fixed at any desired height'

They can be fixed at any position on the bench and their
positions can be read from the scale fitted along the length

of the horizontal bed of the optical bench' with the help of
an index mark which is engraved on the base of each stand

adjacent to the scale. The stands can also be turned about

the vertical axis and in such cases they can even be moved

horizontally perpendicular to the length of the optical bench.

The object screen has a hole at the centre which is fitted
with a cross-wire. This cross-wire when illuminated by a

candle or an electric lamp serves the purpose of the object'

The image screen is nothing but a ground glass or a white
paper fixed to a frame. Lenses are held in lens holders of

various forms, one of which is shown separately in Fig. 5'5'

Fig.5.5

Index correction : When
working with an oPtical
bench, it is the actual
distance between the
different parts, uiz, the
object, lens, mirror or
screen which is needed'
But the actual distance
between any two of them
say the object and the
lens, may not be equal to
the distance indicated bY

the index marks of the

vertical stands carrying them. In order to find the actual
distance, a correction known as index correction must be

carried out in all optical experiments using an optical bench'
The procedure for index correction is as follows :

With a metre scale measure accurately the length I of a
metal rod with pointed ends, provided for this purpose'
Then hold it by a suitable clamp parallel to the length of the

optical bench between, say, the object and the lens, so that

213
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the ends of the rod just toucl-r the surfaces of the lens at Lhe

n-riddle and the object as shown in Fig. 5.6. Let the apparent
length of the rod as obsen'ed from tl-re bench readings be d.

Then the index correction 1' for the object distance
(between the object and the lens) is given by (t-d). In order
to get the true dislance, L= (L'd) is to be algebraicallg added
to ttw apparent distance. Similarly the index correction for
the image distance (between the lens and the image screen)

is to be determined

Fig. 5.6

If the object or the
screen or the lens
is shifted to ano-
ther position on
the bench, the
index mark moves
through the same
distance as the
object or the scre-
en or the lens
since they are

rigidly fixed to the stands carrying them. So the correction
for getting the actual distance between them remains the
same.

5.3 Lens
Delinition : Any transparent refracting medium bounded

by two surfaces of which at least one is curved is called a

lens.
Lenses may be broadly divided into two groups-convex

and concave.
A convex lens is bulged at the middle Le., it is thinner at

the edges but thicker at the middle. It has a converging
effect on the rays. A converging lens, again, may be of the

following three forms :

{il Double conDex or bi-conuex : a lens both of whose

refracting surfaces are convex i.e., raised at the middle, is
called a double or bi-conuex Lens.

(ii) Ptano- conuex : one of the refracting surfaces of a
plano-conuex lens is plane and the other one is convex.
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(iii) Concarro-cor-lvex : one of the refracting surfaces o[ a
concaDo-conuetc Lens is concave and the olher one is convex.

A concave lens is thicker at its edges but thinner at its
middle. It has a diverging effect on the rays.

Diverging Lenres

Fig.5.7
Like convex lens a concave lens may also be of the

following three types.
(il Double concaDe or bi-concar.re .' both of its refracting

surfaces are concave.
(ii) Plano- concoDe : one of the refracting surfaces is

plane and the other one is concave.
(iii) Corusexo- concaue .' one of the refracting surfaces is

convex and the other one is concave.
The lenses are illustrated in Fig. 5.7
Certaln terms connected with erperiments tnvolvtngl

lenses :

Principal axis : The surface of the lens on which light
is incident is known as the fvst sudace of the lens and the

Fig. 5.8

surface from which
light emerges out is
known as the second
surJare.In case of mo-
st lenses, these surfa-
ces are cunred and are
the part of two
spheres. The centres
of these spheres are
known as centres oJ
o.tnsafrres - the first

LW
Ploio- Cotruo-
Concort Gotcora

L
OouDb

Coocora

h hh
DouDL Plono- Concoro-
Conrlr Colwlt Conuar#
Coruerglng Lenscs

centre of curvature (Cr) corresponding to the first surface
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and the second centre of cun'ature (Cz) corresponding to

the second surface (Fig. 5.S]. A straight line passing Lhrough

the cenlres o[ curvature o[ the tr,vo surfaces o[ the lens

(crocz) is called the pnncipal axts of the lens. If one of the

sur[ace is plane, the axis is a straight line normal to the

surlace drawn through the centre of curvature of the other

surface. The distances oc1 and oc2 are known as the radii of

curvature 11 and 12 of the first and second surface

respectively. The points of intersection of the two surfaces of

the lens with its principal axis are called the poles (P,P) of

the lens.
kincipal focus and focal length : A lens lras two principal

foci. The First principaliocrts (Fr) is a point on the principal

l.--q+-f"--.1

(b)(d 
Fig. b.e

axis such that a ray diverging from that point or moving

towards that point becomes parallel to the principal axis

after passing through the lens (Fig. 5.9 a and b)' Thrs is the

position oJ the object real or uirtual, utase image is Jormed
ot i4finitg. The distance of this point from the centre of the

lens, i.e., the object distmce utrcn the image is at 4finitg' is

known as the ftrstJocallensthtfil.
The second principal Jocus {Fz) is a point on the

principal axis such that the incident ray moving parallel to

ihe principal axis will. after passing through the lens'

actually converge to or appear to diverge from this point
(Fig. 5.loa and b). This is a point on the principat axis ushere
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l._-f,--+-f.---l
(a) (b)

Fig. 5.lO
an image, real or uirtual, would be Jormed Jor an object at

inJinitg. The distance of Lhis point from the centre of the
lens, i.e., the image distance ushen the object is at rgfut'ity, is
known as the second -focat Length (t2l of the lens. When the
medium on both sides of the lens is same (as in th-e case of a
Lens placed" tn air), the two Jocal Lengths are numericallg
equal but oPPosite in sign.

Note : The second PrinciPal Joctts, either oJ a conuex Lens

or oJ a concaoe lens,
is actiue in Jorming
an image oJ an actual
object. Hence unless
speciJicatlg mention-
ed, the terms Prin'
cipal Joctrs and Jocal
Length of a Lens reJer

to its second Princi-
palJocus and second

Jocal length resqec-
tiuelg.
Optical centre : It is a
point on the Princi-
pal axis inside the
lens so that all raYs
passing through this
point within the
material of the lens
will have their emer-

lr-fa#fr-1

+L-#\1

Fig. 5.1I

J
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gent rays parallel to the corresponding incident ra1,s (Fig.
5.l l). The ray passing ilrrough this point is rer-ractid
rviUrout undergoing an angular deviation; it just suffers a
Iateral shift. This point is called Lhe optical centre of ilre
lens. The lateral shift between the incident and emergent
rays, increases with the thickness of the lens. In the
extreme case, when the lens is exceedingly thin, the lateral
shift may be regarded as zero and the optical centre may
then be defined as that point on the principal axis within the
lens through which a ray passes undeviated.

Conjugate foci : If two points on the principal axis are
situated in such a way that when one serves as the object
point, the other becomes the corresponding image point
and uice uersa, then ilrese points are called coqjugale JorcL

Lens formula : The general formula of a lens, convex or
concave, connecting object distance {u), image distance (v)
and-its-focal lengLh (fl is given by,ll I -

v u- f
The general formula of a lens connecting the radii of

curvature of the two surfaces of the lens (rr and rz),
refractive index of the material of the lens (p) and the focal
length (0 of ttre lens is given by,

i= trr-,, (+ +)
Note : The retatio" + i= i ** good, usuatty Jor a thin

Lens. The lenses used in tle taboratory are generallg thick.

Fig. 5.12
But tlrc aboue relation usil| atso hotd. good" Jor thick lenses
prouided the distances on either sid.e oJ tlte Lens are
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measurecl. {ront tuso planes perpendictilar to tlre oxis, caltecl
the principa.L planes. In the case of an eclui-conuex Lens o-f
glass, hauing a reJracLiue index oJ approximatelg t.S, lhe
planes are siluated at a distance t/3 inside the Lens wlrcre t
is the l.hrclcness of the lens (Ftg. S.I2). Thus it is aduisable
that u:hi(e calculating the Jocal tength oJ a tlick Lens, the
student shoutd add one-third of the thickness o;[ the hens
(t/ 3) to the obserued ualues oJ the object and_ ilrc image
drstances measured Jorm the surJace oJ the tens.

Sign convention : In every optical system, the derivation
ofvariousformulae' I I I(such as ; - 

"=, 
) are based on measu-

-vc criol dialoncc
distonce
obovc oxis + ve

+ vc oxiol dislonce

OA =-vc
OP =+ vc
AB =+ vc
PQ =- vc dirlroncc

bclou orir -vc

Y,

Fig. 5.13
rement of various distances, e.g., object distance, image
distance, etc. These distances are uector quantities and",
tlrcreJore, must be represented" wittt proper signs. It is
therefore, essential to adopt a convention of signs to ensure

direclion ol ligh?

---.--..+
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consislerrcy in tire derivation and use o[ r,arious formulae.
The follou,ing sel of conventions r,vhich agree rvith the usual
convention of Cartesian seL o-f co-ordtnales used in co-
ordinate geometrey as shorvn in Fig. 5.13 will be followed
throughout this book.

(t) ALI Jtgures are to be drawn uitlt the incident light
trauelling Jrom leJt to right.

(ti) The centre oJ the rejracting system is at tlrc origin O
and its a-trs is along Xx'

tiii) AIL distances sltould be measured Jrom the centre o-l'

the reJracting sgstem, i.e., from O. Dlstances measlrred to
the LeJt oJ O are considered negattue usltile aLL distances to
Lhe right are considered positiue.

(iu) Distances measllred upward and rrcrmal to the X-oxis
are talcen as positiue, ulile downward normal distances are
taken as negatiue.

In Fig. 5.13 AB represents an object while PQ is the
corresponding image. The object distance OA is negative
while the image dislance OP is positive. The size of the
object AB is positive while the size of the image is negative.

As can be seen from Fig.5.1O, according to the sign
convention mentioned above, the Jocal Length, i.e., the
second Jocal LengLlt oJ a conuex lens is positiue ushile the

Jocal Length oJ a concaue lens is negatiue
Magnification : Magnification (m) is defined as the ratio

of the size of the image to that of the object.
size of the image _ image distance _ Lm = sizr of the obj;A = obj;;t distance = u

Power of lens : The power of a lens is defined as its
ability to converge a beam of light and is measured by the
amount of convergence it can produce to a parallel beam of
light. Since a convex lens produces conDergence, its power
is taken as positiue. The power of a concave lens, which
produces diuergence (opposite oJ conuergence), is,
therefore, taken as negatiue. Again a convex lens of small
focal length produces a converging effect to a beam of light
which is greater than that produced by a convex lens of
longer focal length to the same beam of light. Thus a convex
lens of small focal length has greater power than a convex

lens ol large focal length' Pouer can' LhereJore' be laken as

llte recltrocal o-f the Jocal LengtL

Tl-re unit in rvhic."h power is measured is called diopLre

tD). A convex lens of focal lengtlt I meter has a power o[ + I

dioulre. MathenraticallY,'1P=ffi
- loo
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dioptre.

EXPT. 38 TO DETERMINE THE TOCAL LENGTH AND

HENCE THE POWER OF A CONVEX LENS BY

DISPLACEMENT METHOD WITH THE HELP OF AII

OPTICAL BENCH.

Theory : lf the object and the image screen be so.placed

on an ryiical trench ittut tt" distance D between them is

lreater than forr times the focal length (0 of a given convex

lens, then there will be two different positions of the lens

for which an equally sharp image will be obtained on the

image screen. Let th; poinis O and I and L1 and L2 in Fi$'

5.14 represent respeciil'ely the positions of the object and

dioptre.

p-X-#

l*---u, ffvr-#t

-l- _

Fig.5.14
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Lhe irnage screen and the trvo differenL positions of LI-re Iens
for u,hicl-r an equally sharp image is obtained. Let the
dist.ance Ol = D and L1 - L2 = *.

From the lens equation, rve have
ll I---=-vut

lllor, [l-;= i (since u + v =D)

Applying sign convention, u is negative.
lllor' p, -11 +u=T

or,u2-ud+df=O
Solving the above equation which is quadratic, we have
two values of u corresponding to the two positions of the

lens. These are

position L1 of the lens
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respective stands at a dislance somervltat grea[er (by about 5
cm) than four times the focal length. In so doing place the
object near one end of the optical bench and keep this
position of the object fixed throuShout the experiment. Place
the lens, mounted on its stand, between the two and adjust
the heigl-rts of all the three (object, screen and lens) so that
the centres of the cross-wire of the object, the image screen
and the lens are all in one horizontal straight line. Also make
their planes perpendicular to the length of the optical
bench.

{iii) Illuminate the cross-wire of the object screen. Now
bring the lens close to the object. Then gradually move it
away till you obtain a real, inverted and magnified image of
the object which is sharply focussed on the screen. Note the
position of the lens. Repeat the operation thrice. The mean
of this three readings gives the position L1.

(iv) Now move the lens further away from the object, till
you obtan another sharply deflned real, inverted but reduced
image on the screen. Note the position of the lens. Repeat
the operation thrice, the mean of which gives the position L2

of the lens.

(v) Note down the position of the object and image
screen, the difference of which gives the apparent distance
D' between the object and the screen. Determine the index
correction (1") (see Art. 5.2) between the object and the
screen. Then D' +1. = D is the correct distance between the
object and the screen. The distance L1 - L2 gives the
displacement x of the lens which is free from any index
error.

(vi) Repeat the whole operation at least three times,
every time increasing the distance D in steps of say 4 to 5

cm. This should be done by moving away the image screen.

(vii) From the noted values of D and x, calculate f for each
set of data. Determine the mean value of f and from this
calculate the power (P) of the lens.

Dut = I-
.Dano u2 =, +

Tlrenx - L1 -L2 = ut - u2 = + {pA-a1-y
ot x2 =D2 - 4Df

. D2-x2Or [= 4D
where D is the distance between the object and the

image and must be greater than 4f and x is the distance
between two different positions of the lens.

The power P of the lens is as usual given by the relation,

t = fGffi dioptres

Procedure : (i) Determine the approximate focal length of
the given lens by holding it either in the sun or in front of a
distant bright lamp and obtaining a sharply focussed image
(light spot) on a piece of paper. Then the distance between
the lens and the paper gives the approximate focal length.

(ii) Arrange the object (which may be a cross-wire fixed
on a circular aperture of a screen, illuminated by a wax
candle or milky electric bulb) and the image screen on their

^tD6rY2 position L2 of the lens

(1)

D2 - 4Df
2
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No.

of

dx
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Note : The meLltod is aduantageous because it inuolues
the deLermination . oJ onlg one index error. AIso no
delerminaLion o-f tlrc tliclmess ojf Ll'rc lens is inuoloed

Note: Tlrc JocaL length con also be determined as Joltows:
Plot a graph uitl1. D os the abscissa and x2/D as the

ordtnate. The resulling graph will be a straight ftne. Its
intercepl on the x-axis is numericallg equal to 4J.

Eqn-1 can be utritten as x2/D = D-4f. ThereJore, d a
graph is plotted uitlL D as abscissa and x2/D as ordinate, it
uuill be a straigltt line. The point ushere the graph cuts tlrc x
- arcis, has the co-ordinates W, o), since g = O = */D. Thus
D-4J=O:

or, D = 4J-

So, the point uhere the straight tine cuts the x - axts has
the ualue numericallg egtnl to 4J.

Discusslons : (i) The formula used in the experiment is
true only when D > 4f since the value of x diminishes with
that of D and is zero when D = 4f numerically. On the other
hand D should not be very large, since the diminished image
(when the lens is at L2) will be so small that it could not be
detected. The best way is to keep the values of D between 4f
and 5f.

(ii) The value of D should be increased in steps of 4 to 5
cm since a small change in the value of D causes a large
change in the value of x.

Oral Questions and thelr Answers.

Whotts alens?

Delne (o) the prTnctpal ans., (b) prlnctpal Jctcus and" (c) opttcat
centre oJ a lens.

What qre the dtfferent klnds oJ Lens;es?

Deflne j.rst and second JrcaL lengths oJ a lens. Whtch one oJ
them is nonnallg taken as the Jocal Length oJ the lens? Are the
tu:o JocaL lengths equal or dllferent?

What are conjugate fxtt?
Whrrt do Aou mean bg pou'er oJ a lens?

Results:

(A) Index error (7) Jor D.

Table I

Table II

Displace

ment o[

lens

x = LrLz

(cm)

Apparent

distance

between

object and

ima{le

D'=O-1

Corrected

distance

belvteen

cbjcci and

image

D=D'+i

,-l 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Length of the

inde.x rod in cnr (0

Diflerence of bench scale read

ings in cm rvhen the trvo ends

of index rod touch the object

and the screen (d)

Index correctioD for D in cnr

i=(t_d)

(B) Readings Jor D and x.

(C) Table Jor calculation oJ J
Table III

No. of

otx.

Lens

dis placement

x rom

Tab. II

Corrected

dis tance d

from Tab. tl

Focal

length

,=*-P
" 4I)

Mean focal

length

(f)

cm

Power
100P=-
f

dloptes

I

2

3

1--
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For ansq'ers to the above questions see Art. 5.1 - 5.3.

Drrcs the Jx.al length depend on colour?

Yes, as can be seen from the relation

f=ru-,,(i-J
the focal length f depends on the refractive index p since the
radii of curvature 11 and 12 are constant for the same lens. As p

depends on colour, 1.e.. wavelength of light, f, therefore, also

changes with the colour of light.

What ls the condltlon Jor gettlng a real tmage oJ a real object?

The lens must be convex. The distance between the obJect and

the image screen should be at least four times the focal length

of the lens. The lens should be placed mld-way between the

object and the tmage screen.

How can gou test uthether a gtren lens is conoex or concaue?

Hold the lens very close to a printed paper and move lt along

the paper.

(a) If the lmage of the printed letter is erect and diminished
and move tn the same directlon as the lens, then it is a
concave lens.

(bl If the image is erect and magnified and move in the
oppostte direction then tt is a convex lens.

Whol are the practlcaluses oJ olens?

T?rey are used in telescopes, mlcroscopes and other optical

instruments such as cameras, magnlfying glasses, spectacles,

e[c.

I{/hat is the mtnlmum dlstance between an obiect and the
screen to get lmages Jor truo pos{ttons oJ the Lens?

D must be greater than 4f.

Why should lhe seporailon betuven the obiect and screen be

more than 4J ln this expertmentT

Otherwise images cannot be formed for two positions of the

lens.

7.

a.

o

lo.

I I.

12.
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13. Is rt adtrisable to malce D uerg large? IJ'not uthg?

See discussions.

14. Whg the lndex correctlon Jor x ts not rlecessany?

For the displacement of the lens must be equal to the
displacement of the index mark of the lens stand.

15. Whg one tmage ts magntJTed uthtle the other is dtmlntshed?

This is so because mapnificatior, = *S4F9!!9Dlect olsLance
Hence as the object distance gets bigger and bigger, the
magnification becomes smaller and smaller for the same value
of D.

16. Under what condttlon uttll a real magnlfied or a dtmtntshed
tmage be Jormed?

When the obJect ls plaeed at a distance between the focus and
2f fron the lens, then the lmage will be real and magnlfled.
But tf the object ls placed between 2f and lnflnity the tmage
wlll be real and diminlshed.

17. BA emploulng your data can goufrnd f graphlcallg?

Yes, See Note at the end of Table-lll

EXPT. 39. TO DETERMINE THE FOCAL LENGTH AIiID
HENCE THE POWER OF. A CONCAVE LENS BY USING AIY
AIIXILIARY CONTVEX LENS.

Theory : A concave lens cannot produce a real image of a
real object; but if a virtual object is placed within its focus, it
can produce a real image of the virtual object. This principle
is utilised in determining the focal length of a concave lens.
At first a real image of a real object is produced with the
help of a convex lens. Then a concave lens is interposed
between the convex lens and its real image in such a way
that the real image falls within the focus of the concave lens.
The real image then acts as the virtual object for the concave
lens. This method has the advantage that the focal length of
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Fig. 5.15
the convex lens need not necessarily be less than that of the
concave lens and is therefore suitable for any pair of concave
and convex lenses. However, for greater accuracy of
measurement, it is desirable that the focal length of the
convex lens should be neither too large nor too small as
compared to that of the concave lens.

Referring to Fig. 5.15 it can be seen that the convex lens
L1 forms at P a real image of the object O. Now if the concave

lens L be so placed that the distance LP is less than its focal
length, then the image at P will act as a virtual object for the

concave lens and as a result a real image will be formed at
the point I. Here the object distance LP = u and the image
distance LI = v. According to sign convention both are
positive.

Hence f, the focal length may be determined from the
relation

llt^uvt-"=i or f=fr........ttt
since v > u, f will be negative which is quite in

accordance with the chosen sign convention (tut.5.3)
The power P of the concave lens may be determined as

usual from the relation

t = ffi dioptres ....... {2)

According to sign convention the power of a concave lens
is negative (Art. 5.3.)

Apparatus : Optical bench, convex lens, concave lens,

screen, index rod, etc.
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Procedure : (i) Select a convex lens L1 which has a local
length o[ tl're same order as that of the given concave lens.

(ii) Determine the approximate focal length of the
convex lens (see procedure i, expt 38). Mount the object,
the convex lens and the image screen in the manner
described in procedure (ii) of expt. 38. The object, which is
a cross-wire illuminated from behind, should be placed at
one end of the optical bench. Place the image screen at a
distance of 4f from the object where f is the focal length of
the convex lens.

fiJ tlrc dtstance [s less than 4! no reaL image oJ a real
object will be produced by a canrsex lens. On the other hand
iJ the distance is greater than 4J, then images will be
obtained Jor two positions oJ tl'te lens (expt 3B). It is
important Jor this experiment that an image is obtained Jor
onlg one position oJ the conuex lens. This happens wlrcn tlrc
distance betueen the object and the screen is 4J.l

Place the convex lens mid-way between the object and
the image screen and by slight adjustment of the screen or
the lens or both, make sure that a sharply focussed image is
obtained on the screen Jor onlg one posttion oJ the lens. The
point P, which is the position of the screen will be the
virtual object for the concave lens.

(iii) Note the position of the object, the lens and the
screen. For the position of the image, take three
independent readings and use the mean in your calculation.
The object and the conuex lens should be leJt undisturbed
ttvoughout the rest oJ the experiment.

(iv) Shift the image screen by abcut 5 cm from its
position at P to a new position at I. Introduce the concave
lens between P and L1. The light from O will now be less
convergent and as a result the image will no longer be
formed at P. Adjust the position of the concave lens until a
sharp image is formed on the screen at its new position I.
Adjust the position of the concave lens three times
independently and each time note its position from the main
scale. Use the mean of these three positions in your
calculation.

(v) Shift the position of the screen away from the
concave lens for two or three more times by steps of about 5
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cnr arrd eacl-t time adjust the position of the concave lens
until a sharp image is formed on l-he screen. As before, the
position of the concave lens should be adjusted thrice and
the mean of the three readings should be used.

(rri) Next determine the index correction (l) between the

concave lens and the screen and hence determine the
corrected values for u and v.

(vii) From the corrected values of u and v determine f for
each set of observations of u and v. Then find out the mean f
which should be used in equation (2) to determine P, the
power of the lens.

Results :

(A) DataJor index error (L) befiaeen the concanse Lens and
the screen.

Table III

No. of

ofE.

ObJect

distance

(u)

Inrage

distanc€

(r,)

Fcal
l€ngth

uv
u-v

Mcan

focal

leng!h

to
cm

Power

loo
'- f (cm)

dioptr€

I

2

3

4

5

Discussions : (i) The image formed by the concave lens

should be focussed on the screen by shifting the positions of
the concave lens and not by moving the screen. This is
necessary because the focussed condition of the image will
not change within an appreciable range of the movement of
the screen.

(ii) If LP is equal to the focal Iength of the concave lens'
then the light emerges from the concave lens parallel to t}te
axis and consequently no image is formed.

Oral $uestions and theirAnswers.

1. Whg da Aouuse an ouxlltary arusetc. lens?

See theory.
2. What hoppens lf the @nuex tens Sbrms the real lmage bqond

the Jocal Length of the corrcan:e lens?

In that case the lmage due to the eoncave lens ls vtrtual and

therefore cannot be held on the screen.

3. Can the experlment be puJormed. wtth a @naex Lens oJ ony

Jocal length?
Yes.

4. Where should the &ject oJ the @nt)ex lens be placed?

Outslde the focal length of the convex lens so that a real lmage

may be formed.
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(C) Table -for 'J'

23r

Table I

Length of index

rod in cm (I)

Diff. of bench scale readings ln cm when

the two ends of the index rod touch the

concave lens and the screen (r0

Index correctiotr

incml=(l d)

(B) Toble Jor u and D.

Table II
No. of

ds.

Positlons of Apparent

cbjEei

dlstance

u'= L-P

Apparent

I mage

dtstance

v'=l--l

ua'+L

ObJect

(o)

Com'ex

lens

(Lr)

lmage

wlth

coDrex

lens

tP)

Con€ve

lens

(L)

Image

wlth

combl

natlon

(r)

t

2

4
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EXPT. 40 TO DETERMINE TIIE REFRACTTVE INDEX OF A
LIgUID BY PIN METHOD USING A PI,AI|IE MIRROR AI\ID A
COI{VEX LENS.

Theory : If a convex lens is placed on a few drops of
liquid on a plane mirror, then on squeezing the liquid into
the space between the mirror and the lens a plano-concave
liquid lens is formed. The curved surface of this liquid lens
has the same radius of curvature as the surface of the convex
lens with which it is in contact. Thus we have a combination
of two lenses - one of glass and the other of liquid, which
behaves as a convergent lens. If F be the focal length of the
combination then we have the relation

lll
F = fl + 6...... ... (l)

where f1 and f2 are the focal lengths of the convex lens and
the liquid lens respectively.

Correcting for the sign of f2 which is negative,
lllweger. F=ri-6

111o., 6 = fi - F... ... ... (2)

Determining F and f1 experimentally, we can calculate f2
from relation (2).

The focal length f2 of the plano-concave liquid lens is also

eiven by the relation * = ,u - ,, (+ 1r) = {F - ,, ( +) (r, =

*, the lower face of the liquid lens being a plane)

According to sign convention, both f2 and r are negative.
Thus

*=,u ,,(+)

I P-l ror, 6='-J- or, p - , * 6... ... ... (3)

where p is the refractive index of the liquid.
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Finding r, the radius of curvature of the lower surface of
the convex lens i.e., the surface in contact with the liquid,
and knowing f2 from relation (2), the refractive index p of
the liquid can be found out by using relation (3).

Apparatus : A convex lens, plane mirror, pin with its tip
painted red, spherometer, slide callipers, stand and some
experimental liquid.

Description of the apparatus : Spherometer (see Art 2.3)

Procedure : The experimental procedure may be divided
into three parts -

(a) determination of the focal length f1 of the convex lens
(b) determination of the focal length of the combination

and
(c) measurement of the radius of curyature of that surface

of the convex lens which is in contact with the liquid.
(a) Determination of the
focal length of the convex
lens: The focal length of a
convex lens may be
determined by the method
described in expt. 38. But an
easy and quicker way to
determine this is by a
method known os pin
method. The method
depends on the fact that if
an object, say a pin P, be
placed at the principal focus
of a convex lens L (Fig.
5.16.), then the rays from it
after passing through the
lens emerge parallel. Parallel
rays will be incident norm- Fi9.5.16

ally on the plane mirror M and will retrace their path
after reflection. As a result an image (P') of the object will be
formed just by the side of the object. The distance PL
between the centre of the lens and the object is the focal
length of the lens.
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(i) For the measurement of t.he focal length (0 of the
con\rex Iens place a plane mirror M on the table with its
reflecting face uprvards (FiB. 5.16). Place the lens L over the
plane mirror M and clamp a pin, whose tip should be
painted red, horizontally on a vertical stand in such a way
that [he tip of the pin is visible (see discussion i). Now find
the position of the pin by moving it up or down so that there
is no parallax (see Art 5.1) between P and Fi.e, the image of
the tip and the tip itself. Measure the distance pL between
the tip of the pin and the centre of the lens. In order to
measure PL first measure the distance h1 between the pin
tip and the upper surface of the lens near its middle by
a metre scale. Then remove the lens and measure its
thickness t with a pair of slide callipers. pL is then equal

f
to h1 + g.

(ii) Repeat the operation (i) for three or four different
settings and take the mean value of PL.Le. f 1

(b) Determination of the focal lenglth of the combination:
After determining the focal length of the convex lens

carefully introduce a few drops of the liquid, whose
refractive index is to be determined, into the air film

between the plane
mirror and the lens.
The liquid will thenbe
squeezed into the space
between them by capill-
ary action and a plano-
concave lens of the
liquid will be formed
(Fig. 5.17). The combin-
ation of the liquid lens
and the convex lens
behaves as a convergent
lens. Repeat the opera-
tions (i) and (ii) descri-
bed in (a) and obtain
the mean value of F.
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(c) Determination of tJre radius of curvature:
Remove the lens and rvipe it dry. With the help o[ a
spherometer, nleasure the radius of curvature (r) of the
surface of the lens which was in contact with the liquid in
the manner described below :

(i) Determine the value of the smallest division of the
vertical scale of the spherometer. Rotate the screw by its
milled head for a complete turn and observe how far the disc
advances or receeds with respect to the vertical scale. This
distance is the pttch of the spherometer. Divide the pitch
by the number of divisions in the circular scale. This gives
the least couttt of the instrument.

(ii) Place the spherometer upon a piece of plane glass
plate (base plale) and slowly turn the screw so that the tip of
the central leg just touches the surface of the glass. When
this is the case, a slight movement of the screw in the same
direction makes the spherometer legs develop a tendency to
slip over the plate.

(iii) Take the reading of the main scale nearest to the
edge of the disc. Take also the reading of the circular head
against the linear scale. Tabulate tiie results. Take three such
readings at different places of the glass plaie and iake the
mean value.

(iv) Now raise the central screw and piace the
spherometer on that surfaee of 'r"he convex lens which was in
conta,ct ',r.-iih ihe iiquid. Turn the screw slowly till it just
touches the surface of the lens. Note the readings of both the
linear and circular scales. Repeat the operation at least three
times at different places of the surface and take the mean of
these readings. Let the difference of this reading and the
reading on the base plate be h.

(v) Finally place the spherometer upon a piece of paper
and slightly press it sq that the. three legs leave three dots
on the paper. Measure the distance between these marks
individually with a divider referred to a vernier scale. Take
the mean of the three individual readings. Let this reading
bea
Then the radius of curvature of the surface of the lens is
given by

*hr=6h+ZFig. 5.17.
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Results :

(A) Calculati.on of Llrc Least Cotutt.
Main scale is graduated in millimeLres (say). Pitch of ilre

micrometer screw, P - ...... mm = ...... cn1
No. of divisions in the circular scale, n = .......

Least count (L.C.) of the instrum.ri = I = ...... cm

Measurement of h
Readirlg

on

No. of
obs.

Linear

scale

rcading

Circular

scale

diYision

kast
count

Frac

tional

readinp

'fotal Mean

cn) n cnl rul.C CIN cm
Baq:

Plate

I

2

3

Lens

surface

I

3

h = Reading on lens - Reading on the base plate = ........ cms
(C) Measurement oJ a .

(i) ...... cm (ii) ...... cm (iii) ...... cm
Mean value of a = ...... cm
Hence the radius of curvature of the spherical surface,

a2h
f---:--, =68*2=......cms
(D) Determination of tfe Jocal lengths.
Thickness oi ihe !ens, t = ... cm
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Discussions : (i) If tlte pin is placed rvithin the principal
focus of the lens a rrirtual erect image will be observed,
which is o[ no use, since it is the coincidence with the real
inverted image which is looked for. The pin has to be moved
further away from the lens till the in-Iage seen is inverted.
Then the point of coincidence is found by strictly avoiding
parallax.

(ii) The pin should be moved along the axis of the lens so
that refraction may occur through the centre of the lens,
thus avoiding spherical and chromatic aberrations.

EXPT. 4I TO DETERMINE THE REFRACTTVE INDEX OF
THE MATERIAL OF A CONVEX LENS BY A TELESCOPE AND
SPHEROMETER.

Theory: When a telescope is focussed at an object at
infinity and the image fonned at
the cross-wires of the eye-piece
of the telescope, then the cross-
wires must have been placed at
the principal focus of the
objective, because the image
distance i.e., the distance
between the cross- wires and
the objective in this case must
be equal to the focal length of
the objective of the telescope
(Fig. 5.lB). Now let a convex
lens, the refractive index of
whose material is to be
determined, be placed in front
of the telescope objective in
such a way that it just touches
the objective. Without any
adjustrnent of the telescope, if
an object at a certain distance u
from the convex lens be
focussed so that its image is still
formed on the cross-u,ires, then
the object distance u must be

o
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o
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o
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I
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o
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Qslsrrlati6n: p =f +f;=...
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face of
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Fig. 5.lB
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always have a point-to-point phase relationship, ie., they are

coherent. The formation of interference fringes by (i)

Fresnel bi-prism, (ii) Lloyd's single mirror, (iii) Fresnel's
double mirror, (iv) Rayleigh's interferometer, etc., belong to .

this category-
(bI Division of amplitude : In this method, the wavefront

is also divided into two parts by a combination of both
reflection and refraction. Since the resulting wavefronts are

derived from the same source, they satisfy the condition of
coherence. Examples of this class are the interference
effects obsersed in {i) thin films, (ii) Newton's rings (iii)
Michelson interferometer" (iv) Fabry-Perot interferometer,
etc.

EPT. 46. TO DETERMINE THE RADIUS OF, CURVATUR.E
OT A LEI{S BY NEWTOITS RINGS.

Theory : Newton's rings is a noteworttry illustration of
the interference of light waves reflected from the opposite
sudoces oJ a thinfilm aJ uaria-ble tfurckness. When a plano-
corrvex or bi-conves lenx L of large radius o[ curvature is
placed on a glass plate P, a
thin air lilm of progressively
increasing thickness in all
directions from the point of
contacl between the lens
and the glas plate is very
easily forrned (Fig- 5. 36).
?he air lilrn thus possesses a
radial s3r"mrnetry about the
point of contact. When it is
illurninated normally with
monochromatic light, an Fig.5.36
interference pattern consisting of a series of alternate dark
and bright circular rings, concentric with the point of
contact is obsenred (Fig. 5.37). Tte Jringes are the loci oJ
ponnrc oJ eqnl optical Jibn thickness and gradually become
narrower as their radii increase until the eye or the
magn{/ing instrument can no longer separate them.
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Let us consider a ray of monochromatic light AB from an

F-ig-5.37

extended source to be
incident at the point
B on the upper surf-
ace of the film (Fig. 5.
36). One portion of
the ray is reflected
from point B on the
6llass air boundary and
goes upwards along
BC. The other part
refracts into the air
film along BD. At point
D, a part of light is

again reflected along DEF. The two reflected waves BC and
BDEF are derived from the same source and are coherent.'
They will produce constructive or destructive interference
depending on their path difference. Let e be the thickness of
the film at the point E. Then the optical path difference
between the two rays is given by 2pe cos (0+r) where 0 is
the angle which the tangent to the convex surface at the
point E makes with the horizontal, r is the angle of
refraction at the point B and p is the refractive index of the
film with respect to air.

From an analytical treatment by Stokes, based on the
principle of optical reuersibilitg, and Lloyd's single mirror
experiment, it was established that on abrupt pho.se chonge
oJ tr occurs when Light is reflectedJrom a surJace backed by a
denser medium, uhile no such phase change occurs ushen
the point is backed bg a rarer medium.ln Fig. 5.36 the point
B is backed by a rarer medium (air) while the point D is
backed by a denser medium (glass). Thus there will be an

additional path difference of | 0.,*.., the rays BC and

BDEF corresponding to this phase difference of n. Then the
total optical path difference between the two rays is

2;-te cos (e+d t I
The two rays will interfere constructively when
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1
2pe cos ( 0+r) + i=nX
or 2pe cos (0+r) = (2n-l) * ... (t)

The minus sign has been chosen purposely since n cannot
have a value of zero for bright
fringes seen in reflected light.
The rays will interfere
destructively when R

2pe cos ( 0+r) t X,= On r\U
or 2pe cos (0+r) = n1.... .... (2)

l" is the wavelength of light in
air.

Fi9.5.38
In practice, a thin lens of extremely small curvature is

used in order to keep the film enclosed between the lens
and the plane glass plate extremely thin. As a consequence,
the angle 0 becomes negligibty small as compared to r.
Furthermore, the experimental arrangement is so designed
(Fig. 5.39) that the light is incident almost normally on the
film and is viewed from nearly normal directions by
reflected light so that cosr = l. Accordingly eqns. (l) and (2)
reduce to

1

2pe= (2n-l) ;. bright

and o,pe 
= nl.... ... dark.

Let R be the radius of curvature of the convex surface
which rests on the plane glass surface (Fig. b.3g). From the
right angled triangle OFBI, we get the relation

R2 = rn2+(R-e)2

or rr2= 2Re-e2
where rn is the radius of the circular ring corresponding

to the constant film thickness e. As ouilined above, the
condition of the experiment makes e extremely small. So to
a sufficient degree of a-!:curacy, e2 may be neglected comp-
ared to 2Re. Then . = 

tL'
'- 2R

FfiO
!l'.
fl "*.
il

EF--rn ---.lCl

Substituting the value of e in the expressions for bright
and dark fringes, we havb

^ nl.R
rn" = 2lr 

... ... bright

and rn2=(2r-r)B ... dark.
p

The corresponding
diameters are

Dn2 = 2 (2n-1)B

urnd Dn2= 
+ni'R 

r...

p

In the laboratory, the diameters of the Newton,s rings
can be measured with a travelling microscope. usually a litfle
away from the centre, a bright (or dark) ring is chosen
which is clearly visible and its diameter measured. Let it be
the nth order ring. For an air film p=1. Then we have

Dn2= 2 (2n-l)i,R ... (3) ... ... bright

and Dn2={n lR ...

The wavelength of the monochromatic light employed to
illuminate the film can be computed from either of the above
equations, provided R is known.

However, in actual practice, another ring, p rings from
this ring onwards is selected. The diameter of this (n+p1th
ring is also measured. Then we have
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Dn+p2 =2(2n+2p-l) l,R

and Dn*02 =4(n+p) l"R

277

expressions for the squares of the

... bright

... dark
Subtracting Dn2 from Dn+p2, we have

Dn+p2 - Drz=4p 1R... (S)

for either bright or dark ring.

or R = 
Dn*P2:D"2 ... ... (6)

4p)'
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Note : In Newton's rmgs experiment eqn. (5) is irusariablg

emptaAed. to compute L or R. The aduantoge oJ eqn. (5) auer

eqns, (3) and (4) lies ur tlrc Jact that eqns. (A and (4) haue

been deriued on the supposition that the surJaces oJ tte Lens

and the plate are pedect i.e., the thickness oJ the air ftlm at

the point oJ contact is zero (e=o). This giues rise, in a
reflected. sustem, a Jringe system oJ alternate bright and

dark rings concentric with a central dark spot. In actual
practice, either dtrc to some imperJections in the surJaces in

contact or due to encroachment oJ some dust particles

betueen the Lens and ttrc plate, theg mag not be in perJect

contact i.e., the thickness oJ the Jilm mag not be zero at the

central point. The order, x, oJ the central ring is thereJore

indeterminate, Le., it is not possibte to sag with certaintu i'J

the central dark ring corresponds to zero, [st, 2nd, etc',

order. The centrat spot maA euen be wlite. As a

consequence, tlrc order oJ eoery otler bright or dark ring

aduances bg thii indeterminate nubmer x. For ang one oJ

them, the square oJ the diameter is not giuen bg eqn' (3) or

(4). But this ind.eterminacy does not occur in eqn. (5) tohen

the di,fference oJ the squares oJ the diameters oJ the nth and'

fu+p1th dark or brtglrt rings are considered, counting the

rings p, betuseen them uisuallg.
Apparatus : Two convex lenses one of whose radius of

curvature is to be determined' glass plate, sodium lamp,

travelling microscope,etc.
Descrlption of the aPParatus:

The experimental arrangement of the apparatus is shown

in Fig. 5.39. Light from an extended monochromatic source

S (sodium lamp),placed at the principal focus of the convex

lens C, falls on the lens and are rendered parallel' This

parallel beam of light then falls on the glass plate G, inclined

at an anlge of 45', and are reflected downwards normally on

to the lens L, the radius of cuwature of whose lower surface

is R. The lens L (see discussion v) is placed on the glass

plate P which is optically worked i-e., silvered at the back' A
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travelling microscope M, directed vertically downwards,
magnifies the system of rings. The lens C, can be fitted in
the circular aperture of a screen which can be used to
prevent light from the source to reach the observe/s eye.

Travelling Microscope : See Art.2.5

Sodium lamp or bunsen flame soaked with NaCl sloution:
See Art. 5.4.

Procedure : (i) Arrange your apparatus as shown in
Fig.5.4f . Level.the microscope so that the scale along which
it slides is horizontal and the axis of the microscope is
vertical. Focus the eye-piece on the cross-wires- Deterrnine
the vernier constant of the micrometer screw of the
microscope.

(ii) Carefully clean the surfaces of the lens L and the gtass
plate P by means of cotton moistened wittr benzene or
alcohol. Place the glass plate P as shown in the figure. Make
an ink dot-mark on the glass plate and focus the microscope
on this dot. Now place the lens L on it in such a way that the
centre of the lens, which'is bxactly above the dot, is
vertically below the microscope objective.

Fig.5.39
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(iii) Place the glass plate G in its position, as shown in
the figure, in such a way that light from the source S, after
passing through the lens C, is incident on it at an angle of
approximately 45'. If you now look into the microscope, you
will probably see a system of altemate dark and bright rings.
Adjust the glass plate G by rotating it about a horizontal axis
until a large number of evenly illuminated bright and dark
rings appear on both sides of the central dark spot. Adjust
the position of the lens C with respect to the flame so that a
maximum number of rings are visible through the
microscope. This will happen when the flame will be at the
focal plane of the lens C.

(iv) After completing these preliminary adjustments,
focus the microscope to view the rings as distincily as
possible and set one of the cross-wires perpendicular to the
direction along which the microscope slides. Move out the
microscope to the remotest distinct bright ring on the left
side of the central dark spot. The cross-wire should pass
through the middle of the ring and should be tangential to it.
Note the reading of the microscope. Move the microscope
back agaln. T\rrn the screw always in the same direction to
avoid any eror due to back-lash. Set the cross-wire carefully
on the centre of each successive bright ring and observe the
microscope reading. Go on moving the microscope in the
same direction. Soon it will cross the central dark spot and
will start moving to the right side of it. As before set the
corss-wire on the consecutive bright rings and take
readings. Proceed in this way until you have reached the
same remotest bright ring as in the case of left side of the
dark spot. Considering a particular ring. the difference
between the left side and right side readings, gives the
diameter of the ring. In this way, the diameters of the
various rings are determined (see discussion)

(v) Tabulate the readings as shown below. While
tabulating the reading gou should be careJut about the

number oJ the ring so that the leJt side and. right side
readings correspond to the same ring.

(vi) The whole experiment may be repeated moving the
microscope backwards in the opposite direction over the
same set of rings.

(vii) Draw a graph with the square of the diameter as
ordinate and number of the ring as abscissa. The graph
should be a straight line (Fig.S.4O)

(viii) From the graph determine the difference between
the squares of the diameters of any two rings which are
separate by say about lO rings i.e., p is equal to lO. Now
calculate R with the help of eqn. (6) r

Results;
Vernier const. of the micrometer screw : {Record details

as in previous expts.)
Table for ring diameter
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Discussions : (i) The intensity of the ring system

decreases as one goes from the inner to the outer rings, thus
setting a limit for the selection of the outermost ring whose

diameter is to be measured.

(ii) Newton's rings can also be observed in transmitted
light but in that case the rings will be less clearly defined

and less suited for measurement.

(iii) It may be noticed that the inner rings are somewhat

broader than the outer ones. Hence while measuring the

diameter of the inner rings some error may be introduced.

The cross-wire should be set mid-way between the ouLer and

inner edges of a ring. A more correct procedure is to

determine the inner and outer diameters of a particular ring

by setting the cross-wire tangentially at the inner and outer

edges on both sides of the ring. From this the mean

diameter can be found.

(iv) The first few rings near the centre may be deforrnecl

due to vari.us reasons. The measurement of diameters of

these rings may be avoided.

(v) For the purpose of the experiment a cott'e* il-}
whose radius of curvature is of the order of IOO cm is
suitable. Otherwise the diameters of the rings will be too

srnall and it will be difficult to measure thern.

(vi) Due account should be taken of the fact that in the

present experiment, the rings which are formed in the air

film in the space between the lens and the glass plate are

not seen directly but after refraction through the lens. This

inevitably introduces an error. However, if the lens used is

thin then this error is not great.
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Graph (Fig.5.40)

Calcrrl,afion:

The radius of curvature
lens = ... ... cm.

Mean wavelength of sodium light (1,)=5893

A.U.= 5893xlO-8 cm

From the graph D2n+p - D2n = .'. ... cm2.

D2rr*p-D2., - 4pl"R

D2.r+o-D2r,
K=-

4pr
of the lower surface of the given
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,/
*gK?T. 47. TO DETERMINE THE IryAVELENGTH OI. MONOC.

HROIT{ATIC LIGHT BY I\IEWTON'S RINGS.
Theory : We have seen in the theory of the previous

experiment that the difference in the squares of the
diameters of the nth and (n+p)th rings is given by

D2n+P-D2rr= apl',R

p

For an air-film p-l
Then D2rr1p-D2., = 4p1.R

or l. = 
o'Tfrr', ... ... (l)

Thus if R, the radius of curvature of the surface of the
lens in contact with the plane glass plate is known, then l,
can be determined from the above equation.

Apparatus, Description of apparatus, Experimental set-
up: Same as expt.46.

Procedure : (i) Determine the difference between the
squares of the diameters of any two rings (D2.r*p- D2rr) which
are separated by say about lO rings (p=fo) in the manner
described in the previous experiment.

(ii) Measure the radius of curvature of the surface of the
lens which was in contact with the glass plate in the manner
described in expt.4O.

Results:
A Tabte Jor ring diameter :

Same as in expt.46 ''

Graph of ring number us. (diameter)2
Similar as Fig.5.4O

B Table Jor radfis oJ curuature oJ the tens:
Arrange your data in the manner shown in expt.4o,
and calculate R.

Calculadqr:
From the graph, D2n+p -D2n=... cm2
Radius of curvature of the lens. R=...cm

Art. 5.6 : Essential discussions for diffraction experiments.

:1_+o
--+-

-t
<l

2 Let us start
by refering
to Fig. 5.41
where a be-

A am of light
is incident

b on a long
narrow slit
of width a
and is allo-

, wed to fall
on a screen
SS' placed

-:--;:------]

Fig. 5.4,
at a certain distance from the slit. According to geometrical

optics' only the portion pe of the screen which is of the
same dimension as the slit and direcily opposite to it will be
illuminated. The rest of the screen wirl remain absorutely
dark and is known as the geometrical shrrdou.. However, on
careful observation it will be found that if the width of the
slit is not very large compared to the wavelengh of light
used, some light will encroach into the region of geometrical
shadow. As the width of the slit is made smafler and smaller,
this encroachment of right into the geometrical shadow
becomes larger and larger. This encroachment or bending oJ
light into the region oJ geometricar shado,.r is kno,.rn as
diffraction oJ light. The phenomenon of diffraction is a part
of our common experience. The luminous border that
surrounds the prolile of a mountain just before the sun rises
behind it, coloured circular fringes when strong source of
light is viewed through a fine cloth, etc., are the practical
day to day examples of diffraction.

classes of diffraction : Based on the relative positions of
the source, obstacle and screen, the diffraction phenomenon
is classified into following two groups, known for historical
reasons as (i) Fresnel class oJ dffiaction and. (ii) FraunhoJer
class oJ d!ffraction.=... Cm= .. A.U.

*

Dlscussions : Same as in expt. 46.
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1. Fresnel class : The source of light or the screen or

both are at finite distances from the diffracting aperture or
slit. Its explanation as well as practical demonstration is
relatively difficult.

2. Fraunhofer class : Both the source and the screen are
at infinite distances from the aperture. This is very
conveniently achieved by placing the source on the focal
plane of a convex lens and placing the screen on the focal
plane of another convex lens. The first lens makes the light
beam parallel and the second lens makes the screen receive
a parallel beam of light, thus effectively moving both the
source and the screen to infinity. Thus it is not difficult to
observe the Fraunhofer diffraction pattem in the laboratory.
An ordinary laboratory spectrometer is all that one needs for
observing this pattern; the collirnator renders the incident
light parallel and the telescope receives parallel beams of
light on its focal plane. The diffracting aperture is placed on
Lhe prism table.
Diffraction and interference:

Let a beam of parallel monochromatic light be incident
normally on a slit on an opaque plate. A slit is a rectangular
aperture of length large compared to its breadth. The beam,
transmitted through the slit, spreads out perpendicularly to
the length of the slit. When this beam is brought to focus on
a screen by a lens, a diffraction pattern of the Fraunhofer
class is obtained. The pattern consisis of a central band,
much wider than the slit Mdth, situated directly opposite to
the slit and bordered by dark and bright bands of decreasing
intensity.

The origin of the pattern can be understood on the basis
of Huygens' interference of secondary wavelets. According to
Huygens' principle, these wavelets can be thought of as sent
out by every point of the wavefront at the instant it occupies
the plane of the slit. Each secondary rvavelet can be regarded
as a spherical wave spreading out in the forward direction.
The parts of each wavelet travelling normally to the slit, are
broughL to focus by the lens at a point on the screen directly
opposite to the centre of the slit. The parts of the wavefront
trarrellin€ at a particular angle with the normal are brougltt
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to focus at another particular point on the screen and are

regarded to be diffracted at that particular angle. Thus it
follows, exactly along the same argument, ihat diffracted rays

start from every point in every direction. If there are more

than one slits, diffraction takes place at individual slits and

the diffracted beam from differenl slits interfere to give an
interference pattern. Thus the intensity at any point will
depend upon the intensity due to diffraction at the single slit
and interference due to two or more slits used, i.e., the
resultant di[fraction paltern due to ttuo or more slits ts the

combination oJ di.lfraction and interJerence e.[fects.
Diffraction gratin$ : The principal maxima in case of

single slit is broad and diffused. If the diffraction patterns
due to single, double, ... five .... slits are examined, a gradual

change in the diffraction pattern will be observed. The most

striking modification consists in the gradual narrowinS of
the interference maxima as the number of slits is gradually
increased. With two slits these maxima are diffuse, the
intensity varying essentially as the square of the cosine. With
more slits, the sharpness of these principal maxima
increases rapidly, essentially becoming narrow lines with 2O

slits. Apart from this, by far the most important change
which is noticed is the appearance of weak secondarg
maxima between the principal maxima. The number of these

secondary maxima increases with the increase in the
number of slits, but the intensity of these secondary maxima
decreases with the increase in the number of slits. With
three slits, the number of secondary maxima is one; its
intensity being l1.l per cent of the principal maxima. With
four slits this number becomes two and with five slits there
are three weak secondary maxima. With more number of
slits, the intensity of the secondary maxima becomes
negligibly small so that these are not visible in the diffraction
pattern.

A large number of closely spaced parallel slits separated
by equal opaque spacings form a di-lfraction grating. If there
are N slits the effect at any point may be considered to be

due to N vibrations. A cross-section through a grating is
shown in Fig 5.42. lt consists of a series of slits, of width b
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=[iJt"*t l"in0 . This is true for any of the two corresponding

points on the consecutive slits. ,, Aosins 
is the amplitude of

c['
Lhe secondar3r wavelets originating from any one of the slits(see a tex[ book on optics), then the result-ant for N slits is
given by

separated by opaque strips of width a. r,et a parallel beam ofmonochromatic light from an iluminated srit be incident
normally on this grating. kt this beam of light be diffracted
through an angle 0. From the figure it is clear that light
reaching the objective lens of the tilescope from the u*t,r"

Fig.5.4a
slits-of the grating has travelled a distance which is differentfor different slits. Let the path difference for two rays at A
1l_d B which originate from two adjacent slits be BN. But
BN=AB sin 0= (a+b) stn 0 since ag=a+b. Clearly, the path
difference for two rays originating from slits which are not
adjacent will be a whole number (integral) multiple of (a+b)
sin 0 .For example, the path differerrce between *ur.t.t"
starting from A and C will be 2 (a+b) sin 0 and so on.
Taking the phase of vibration from A as zero, the phase from
slit to slit increases by 

ff) A.Ol sin 0. f.e.. this is the
common phase difference f6r N vibrations originating fromN slits. The average phase 

--"ir".rg. 
between two

corresponding points on slits A, B is I, ,2n,
, *[, (a+b) sin s112

n=N andd=f(a+b)sine.

sin [N 
fa+b)sinel.'.R=Ao sina

a ft
sin IQ (a+b) sinel

rntensity I=R2 = A?=!3sin2]'[0
" d? sinztp

where q =! @+0 sin o.
L

The expresssion for intensity contains both diffraction
and interference effects"

(i) The term A2 
sin2a

o o? gives the distribution of intensity
due to diffraction at a single slit.

,.., sin2Nqr
tii) -_ corresponds to interfernce pattern of N slits.sinzq
Thus the final diffraction pattern is the resurant of two.

esin2a
The first factor A6? may be taken to be constant for a slit
of definite dimensions. The intensity in the final pattern wili
depend o, **; but. for a definite value of N, the intensity

sinzrp

depends on phase, Le., q =f O+b) sin 0.

For principal maxima, the condition is sin0=O,
or 0 = +nr, where n = O, l, 2.S............ '

lrL

Te lcrcope

l_,
l1
l1
l1

. bJDO
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;(a+b) sin0 = nn

or (a+bl sin 0 = nl. (principal maxima).................(l)
where 0 is the angle of diffraction.
Eqn. (l) is fundamental in the theory of grating.
If there are N slits per cm, then

I
N = b+b)

" sin0
Of rt = -=;NN

where n is the order of the spectrum. (a+b) is called the
grgting element and the reciprocal of the grating element

I-b,.6'is known as the grating constant.

Hence, if light of wavelength ). is incident on the grating,
we expect to find light diffracted through angles 0o= O [no
diffractionli 01=si11-, (#) [the first order of diffracrion,

t.e, n=ll 02 = 5in-l t ?.il [second order of diffraction, i.e.,n
= 2I',
and so on . In practice, the intensity of the light diffracted at
any angle decreases rapidly as 0 increases. Thus, it is
probable that only first and second order diffraction will be
seen.

Dispersive power of grating : Differentiating een. (t), we
have

9 = =--i .............(2)d]. (a+b) cosO

Eqn. (2) gives the angular dispersive power of the grating,
i.e., its capacity to disperse different wavelengths. Evidently
dispersive power depends

(i) directly on the order of the spectrum n.
(ii) inversely on the grating element (a+b) and hence

directly on the nurnber of rulings per cm.
(iii) inversely on cos0, i.e., directly on 0 and hence

wavelength 1,.

A dilJraction grating is made by ruling equidistant
parallel stlaight lines on a glass plate. The lines are ruled by
a diamond point moved by an automatic dividing engine
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containing a very fine micrometer screw which moves
sideways between each stroke. The pitch of the screw must
be constant so that the lines are as equally spacbd as
possible, which is an important requirement of a good
quality grating. As such a grating is very costly. What is
usually used in its place in the laboratory is a plutographic
replica of the sarne, possibly prepared by contact printing on
a fine grained photographic plate. When using a replica,
never try to clean or touch its surfaces at any time. Whenever
it is to be handled, it must be held by the edges between the
thumb and the middle finger.

The diffraction gratings are of two types : transmisston
tgpe and the reflection type. The lines, mentioned above, act
as opaque spaces and the space between any two consecutive
lines is transparent to light. Such surface act as transmission
gratings. If on the other hand lines are ruled on a silvered
plane or concave surface, then light is reflected from the
positions of the mirror in between any two lines. Such
surflaces act as rqflection gratings.

TO DETERMINE THE WAVELENGTHS OF
LINES BY A SPBCTROMETER USING A

PIdI\IE DIFFRACTION GRATING.

Theory : If a parallel pencil of monochromatic light of
wavelength 1., coming out of the collimator of a spectrometer
falls normally on a plane diffraction grating placed vertically
on the prism table, a series of diffracted image of the
collimator slit will be seen on both sides of the direct image.

Reckoning from the direction of the incident light (direct
image), if 0 be the deviation of the light which forms the nth
image and, (a+b) be the grating element, then [a+b) sinO =
nL

I
Since a+b =*, where N is the grating constant i.e., the

number of lines or rulings per cm of the grating surface,

sino = nN).. Thus r.r = aP...ti) and l,=ffi....tr)
nL



By employing sodium light of known wavelength thevalue of N can be determined first. Then from this
knowledge of N, the wavelength 1" of any unknown light can
be found out with the help of equation (2).

Apparatus : Spectrometer, spirit level, a prism, plane
diffraction grating, discharge tubes, etc.

Description of the apparatus : See spectrometer (Art.
5.4) and diffraction grating (Art.S.6),

Description of the apparatus : Spectrometer (gs6 Art.
5.4).
Discharge tube : Gas discharge tubes, also known as Geissler
tubes, are widely used in the laboratory for spectroscopic
purposes. It is generally given in two shapes. The first one is
a straight glass tube, the central part BC of the tube being a
capillary having a le,gth of about seven or eigrlt centimetres
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and a diameter of about one
millimetre. Tv"'o aluminium
or platinum electrodes are
sealed into this tube at the
two ends A and D (Fig. 5.45
a). The tube is fiited with
the gas, whose spectrum is
to be studied, at a pressure
of 1 or 2 mm of nrercury.
More than 2OOO volts poten-
tial is applied between the
electrodes with the help of
an induction coil high tensi-

Fig. 5.43 on D.C. source (po-e. pack).
The light comes from the positive column of the discharge
and is the most intense in the capi[ary whdre the current
3.T1r, is the highest. The second type, as shown in Fig.
5.45 b, also works on the same principle and is of H_ shape.
The length of capillary tube in this design is only about 4
centimetres. Thus. it makes a source of greater intensity
than the first one. The intensity is still further increased if
the capillary is viewed end. on. These tubs were used for
many years for the study of the spectra of substances which
could be obtained in the form of vapour or gas. They require
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a high potential, still the operating current is only of the
order of few milliamperes which cannot heat the electrodes
sufficiently and therefore they are knwon as cold cathode
tubes.

Procedure : The preliminary
experiment are twofold (a) those of
(b) those of the grating.

(a) Make all the adjustments

adjustments for this
the spectrometer and

of the spectrometer
including focussing for parallel rays in the usual manner as
described in Art. 5.4.

The following adjustments should be made in connection
with the mounting of the grating.

(l) 
"o 

make the plane oJ the grating uerticat and set it
Jor normal incidence : (i) Focus the telescope towards the
direct light coming through the collimator. Note the
position of the telescope (direct reading). Then turn the
telescope through exactly 9o'and fx it there.

(ii) Place the grating, mounted in its holder, on the
prism table. The grating should be so placed that the lines of
the grating are perpendicular to the table and the plane of
the grating, defined by the ruled surface, passes through the
centre of the table so that the ruled surface, extends equally
on both sides of the centre. At the same time, the grating
should be perpendicular to the line joining any two of the
levelling screws say E and F in Fig. 5.22.

(iii) Rotate the prism table till you get, on the cross-
wires of the telescope, an image of the slit formed by
reflection at the grating surface. The image may not be at the
centre of the cross-wires. If so, turn one of the screws till
the centre of the image reaches the intersection of ttre
cross-wires. In this position the plane of the grating has
been adjusted to be vertical. The angle at which light is now
incident on the grating is obviously 45'. Read the position of
the prism table, using both the verniers.

(iv) Now look carefully at the grating on the table and
ascertain whether the surface of the grating which first
receives the light is the one which also contains the lines.
(Allow the light to be reflected alternately from both the
surfaces of the grating and observe the image of the slit
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through the telescope, whose axis must be kept
perpendicular to that of the collimator. It will be found that
the image formed by one surface of the grating is brighter
than that formed by the other surface. The surface which
produces the less sharp image is the one which contains the
lines). If so, turn the prism table either through lsb"or 4s"in the appropriate direction so that at the end of this
rotation the ruled surface will face the telescope, while light
from the collimator will be incident normally o, tt. grating.

If it is the unruled surface of the grating which first
receives the light, then the prism table should be rotated
through an angle of 4s"or ls5' in the proper direction to
bring the grating into the position specified atrove. Fix the
prism table in its new position.

(21 To make the grating uertical: In operation (t) you
have made the plane of the grating verticar but the lines may
not be so. The grating would require a rotation in its own
plane to bring this about.

(i) Rotate the telescope to receive the diffracted image
on either side of the direct image. If the lines of the grating
are not vertical, the diffracted image on one side of the
direct image will appear displaced upwards while that on
the other side will appear dispraced downwards. But actually
the spectra are formed in a plane perpendicular to the lines
of the grating.

(ii) Now set the telescope to receive the diffracted image
in the highest possible order on one side and turn the third
screw of the prism table (G in Fig.E.22) till the centre of the
image is brought on the junction of the cross_wires. This
screw rotates the grating in its own plane as a result of
which the lines become vertical. on turning the telescope it
will be observed that the centres of all the diffracted images
(on both sides of the direct image) lie on the junction of the
cross-wires.

, This completes the adjustments required for mounting
of the grating. Now proceed to take readings as follows:

(i) Wittr sodium discharge tube placed in fornt of the
collimator slit, set the telescope on, say, the first order of
the diffracted image on one side of the direct image. Focus
the telescope and take the reading using both the virniers.
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Then focus the teles-
cope on the diffracted
image of the same
order on the other side
of the direct image.
Again take the reading.
The difference betw-
een these two readings
is twice the angle of
diffraction for this
order of image. (Fig.
5.4{). (Alternately you
can take the readings
of the diffracted image
and the direct image.
The difference is 'the

Fig. 5.4 {
angle of diffraction. But the previous method is to be
perferred since it minimises error in observation).

(ii) Similarly measure the angle of diffractions for the
second order, third order and so on. During these
measurements the width of the slit should be as nalTow as
possible. The readings for each diffracted image should be

taken at least three times for three independent settings of
the telescope. The cross-wires should always be focussed on
the same edge of the image of the slit.

(iii) With the help of equation (l), comptrte N from the
known values of the wavelength for sodium-D lines and the
angles of diffraction obtained for two or three of the highest
orders of the spectra.

Note : In case the No-D (AeLLoto) lines are not resolued
then the cross-uire sirruld be Jocussed on the middle oJ tle
image. In thnt case catculate N bg assuming 1ta be 5893 A.U.
But i{ the Lines D1 $89O A.U.) and Dz 1.5896 A.U.) are
resolued readings shouLd. be tokenJor eoch oJ these lines and
N shorlld be computed separatelg Jrom each set oJ readings.

(iv) Replace the sodium discharge tube by another
discharge tube, say of helium, which should be mounted
practically in contact with the slit. Instead of one or two
lines as in the case of sodium, you will now see a large

{---'-"rr--
---l 19.-:
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number of spectrar rines of different corours. Adjust theposition of the discharge tube tiil the 
"p""ti,i** lookbrightest. Identify the different lines of the 
"pe"t.,r_ 

(se.discussion) and for each line determine tfr" u"gf. ofdiffraction for as many order as possible in the mannerdescribed in operations (i) ..ra (ii). Then from theknowledge of the grating constant N and the order ofdiffraction n, carcurate the waverength of each of these lines.Compare them with the values obtjned from the taUfe.(v) Replace this discharge tube with anoih;;, *y;i neon.Calculate the wavelength of the prominent lines of thespectrum in the manner described ubo.r" and compare themwith the values given in the table.
Results:
Verniq Constants : Determine the vernier constants inthe manner shown in expt.44
Direct reading of the telescope = ...... 

o ...... , ...... ,
Telescope rotated through gO" and set at =Reading of the prism table when the incidence is at 4b.ol

Prism table is rotated through 135" (or 4S.) and set at
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Table for the determination of wavelengths
HeltunTUbe

Hallum Tub.

Note : Make srmilar tables Jor other discharge tubes.
Tables aboue refer to one oJ the tuo uemiers used. Srnrlar
tables mag be made Jor the other uernier.

Oral Questions and tJreir Answers.

l. IVhat is a dffiactton gradng?
See Art. 5.6

2. Hour [s a gradng conshucted? Whot ts a repltca grattng?
See Art. 5.6

3. What Is gratlng element?
See Art. 5.6

4. What are arrespondtng potnts?
When two polnts tn the consecutive slit are separated by a
dlstance (a+b), the grating element, then these two polnts are
known as corresponding points.

5. What happens lf the number oJ rultngs per cm (N) ts etther
lncreosed or decreased?
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If N ls increased, the order number wlll be few but they will be
separated by a large angle. If N is decreased, the order number
will be large, but separated by a small angle.
Why is lt necessary that the ruLed surJace be dlrqted tatoards
the telescope?
If the ruled surface ls dlrected towards the colhmator, then
the incident rays will first fall on thts surface and wlll be
diffracted. But then these dlffracted rays wlll have to pass
through a llnite thickness of the glass plate and as such will be
refracted agatn. Hence the angle (0) measured, is not due to
diffraction alone, but wlll be due to combined effect of
diffraction and refraction.
How does a gratlng Jonn a spectrum?
See a text book.
How does thls spectntm Jormed by a gratlng dtlfer Jrom that
Jormed by a prlsm?
Provided the angle of dlffractton 0 ts not very large, then the
angle of diffractlon ln the gratlng spectrum ls proportional to 1,

but ln case of prlsmaUc spectrum, the vlolet end ls more
drawn out than the red end. Hence the spectrum formed by a
gratlng may be regarded purer then that formed by the prism.
Whot do Aou rnean bg ghost ltnes?
If the rulings on a gratlng are not exactly equldistant or
accurately parallel, then some addtilonal llnes appear near the
real spectral llnes. These additional llnes are called ghost
lines.
What do Aou mean bg resolutng Wwer oJ a grallng?
See a text book.
What ts meant by dtsperstue power oJ a gradng?
See art. 5.6

Art.5.7 Polarizatlon of light
Light is emitted in the form of wave trains by individual

atoms when in an excited state. The wave trains are
transverse in nature, le., the vibrations are at right angles to
the direction of propagation of the wave. A beam of natural
light consists of millions of such wave trains emitted by a
very large number of randomly oriented atoms and
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molecules in the light source and, therefore, natural light is
a random mixture of vibrations in all possible transverse
directions.

Looking at such a bean end on, there should be just as

many waves vibrating in one plane as there are vibrating in

Fig. 5.45

any other as shown in Fig.
5.47 This is referred to as
perfect symmetry. As light
waves are transverse in
nature, each vibrations of

x Fig. 5.4 Scan be resolved
into two component vibrat-
ions along two planes at
right angles to each other
and also perpendicular to
the direction of propagation
of light. Although these two

components may not be equal to each other, the similarly
resolved components from all waves will average out to be

equal. Thu: a beam of ordinary unpolarized light may be

regarded as being made up of two kinds of vibrations only.
Half these vibrations vibrate in a vertical plane , say along the
plane of the paper, and are referred to as parallel vibrations
indicated by arrow as in Fig. 5.48 (ii). The other half vibrates
perpendicular to the plane of the paper and are referred to

as perpendicular vibrations indicated by dot as in Fig. 5.48
(iii). Fig. 5.4e (i) will then represent a beam of ordinary
unpolarized light.

I I I I I I I t l-,

If by some means the
vibrations constituting
the beam of ordinary
unpolarized light are
confined to one plane,
the tight is said to be
plane polarized. Potar-
ization is, thereJore,
the process bg tohiclt
Lpltt Dibrations are

ffi+'t +-4-J.r)

7.

8.

o

lo.

Il

Fig. 5.46

(1il)
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{a} and (b}
same place.
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are mutually perpendicular readings at the

Mean diarneter of the wire, d = ... cm.(c) Readings tor the balance point-

Note : When X is iin the teJt gap calculale its ualue Jrom(1) ond wlten X is rrr the rtght gap catculate its ualueJrom(2)' specrfic resistonce oJ the materiar oJ thegiven *iie is
d:-,^_ L_. xrr2 x1d2
SNen Dy p = J- = --f- 

= ... ... ... ohm-cm
at the room temp ... .C.

Discussions : (i) See that
from the middle.

the null point is not far away

(ii) It is essential to see that none of theresistance box R is loose.
plugs in the

(iii) Take care to determine the diameter (d) of the wirevery accurately.
{iv1 gn reversing the current if the null point changesappreciabry' the thermo-erectric effect is too rarge. In such acase close the galvanometer circuit keeping the batterycircuit open. The deflection of the galvano-.*t.. shoria n"taken as the zero when looking for a'irutt point.
(v) E.m.f. of the ceil should be checked before startingthe experiment.

Knourn Positions of Balarre fmint ffor n
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x

ohnrs

Mean

x
r€slstancre

Rin
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n

:esistance

.r(
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rESLst-

ance

R

Direct Rer.erse Mearr

Left

Risht

Right

lJ.ft
l=
t-

loo-t

loo-t
Lcft

RiAht

Right

Lcft
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Oral Questions and their Answers.

What ts m.eant by spectJlc reststance qnd" what ls tts untt?
Reslstance of unlt cube of the material. 1.e., a material having
unit length and unit cross-section. Its unit is ohm_cm.
On what Jactors does the spectJ,.c reslstanrce depend?
It depends on the material and tts temperature. It is higher at
hlgher temperature. It does not change with length or
diameter of the wlre.
Whg ls lt necessary (t) to tnterchange the resfstances and {tt)
to reuerse the current?
(i) The potnter which lndicates the null point may not be
situated exactly above the fine edge of the jockey which makes
contact with the bridge wire. This is known as tapping error.
Thls ls eltmtnated by interchanging the resistances. (ii)
Reversing the current eliminates the effect of thermo-current
in the circuit.
Whtle ustng a plug key as shunt oJ the galuanometer, wlIL you
use tt alone or u'tth a reslstance?
The plug key should be used as a shunt with a resistance
otherwlse the galvanometer may not show any deflection when
the plug is put ln the key because in that case all the current
passes through the shunt and no current passes through the
galvanometer. When a reslstance ls used with the key, the
galvanometer shows a defrection with the shunt and without
the shunt.

EXPT. 56. TO DETERMINE THE VALUE OT AN UIIKNOWN
RESISTAIYCE AIID TO VERITY THE LAWS OT SERIES AI\ID
PARALLEL RESISTANCES BY MEAIYS OF A POST OTFICEnt

A" Determlnatlon of the varue of an unknown resistance :
Theory : If P and I are the known resistances in the ratio

irrrns and R that in the third arm (see Figs. Z.2g and 7. 3O).
thc trnknown resistance S in the fourth arm is obtained,
wlrt:rr there is no deflection of the galvanometer, from the
rt'lir t lorr

4.
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PR^RO
0=S or 5=T-
Apparatus : P. O. Box, unknown resistance, zero-centre

galvanometer, cell, commutator, connecting wires, etc.
Description of the apparatus : See Art. 7.9
Procedure : {i) Connect the terminals of the

galvanometer between D and K2 of the P.O. box (Fig 7.29), K2

being internally connected to the point B. Connect the poles
of the cell E through a rheostat Rh to the point K1 and C, Ky

being internally connected to A. Connect the terminals of
unknown resistance S to the points C and D.

(iii ]-ake out resistances lO and 1O from the ratio arms
BA and BC. See tho,t alt other plugs in tlrc box are tight. This
means zero resistonce in the third arm. Put the maximum
resistance in the rheostat. Press the battery key K1 and then
press the galvanometer key K2. Observe the direction of the
deflection in the galvanometer. Next take out the infinity
plug from the third arm and press the keys as done before. If
opposite deflection is obtained then the connection is
correct. If not check the connections again.

(iii) Then go on gradually reducing the resistance in the
third arm until a resistance, say R1 , is found for which there
is no deflection in the galvanometer when the circuit is
closed. Then the unknown resistance S is given by

S = +3 Rr = Rr (say 5 ohms).

(iv) If instead of null point, there is a deflection in one
direction with R1 and an opposite deflection with (Rr + l)
in the third arm, the unknown resistance is partly integral
and partly fractional i.e., it lies between 5 and 6 ohms.

(v) Now take out the resistance of lOO ohms in the arms
P (BA) keeping l0 ohms in the arm g (BC) so that the ratio

o10 lis now F = ffi = i[. Hence the null point should occur when

the resistance in the third arm is of some value between
lOR1 and lO(Rr + l) i.e., between 50 and 6O (if R, =5;.
Observe the opposite deflection and as before narrou)
doton the range to obtain the null point at Rz = 53 (say).
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Then S = i3 = b.3 ohms. In that case, the resistance is Jotnd"

correct to one decimal Place.
(vi) If the null point cannot be obtained at this stage also

Le., if opposite deflections are observed for R2 and R2 + I
(uiz. for 53 and 54) in the third arm, it ties betueen 5.3 and

5.4 ohms. Repeat the observations with 1OOO ohms in P arm

and 1O ohms in Q arm. The resistance in the third arm

should be between 530 and 54O for which opposite
deflections will be obtained. Narrow down the range to
obtain a null point at Re = 535 (say).

Then S = # = 5.35 ohms (say). The resistance is nou.r

correct to Lwo decimal Place.
(vii) If even at this stage there are opposite deflections

for a change of resistance of I ohm in the third arm, the

unknown resistance can be determined to the third decimal
place by proportional parts. But it is futile to expect that
much accuracy from the P.O. box. However, if it is desired to

go further, proceed as follows: Count the number of divisions
for which the galvanometer is deflected when R3 is put in
the third arm. Suppose it is d1 divisions to the left. If now
for (Re + l) in the third arm, the deflection is d2 to the
right, then for a change of t ohm in the third arm, the
pointer moves through d1 + d2 divisions. Hence to bring the

pointer to zero of the scale (i.e., for no deflection) a resistan-
dt

ce R3 . d;;tt is to be inserted in the third arm. Hence the

value of the unknown resistance S is given by S = 1fu t*. *
dr

d1+d2
(viii) While taking the final reading with the ratio IOOO:

10, reverse the current and take mean value of S.

Results : See table on next Page

t.
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Note : Numerical ualues are rwt actual reo.dings, theg are
for illustration. (a) and (b) are direct and retrerse reodings.

Precautions to be taken in performing experiments with
a P.O. Box.

(i) In experiments with P.O. Box, a cell of any kind may
be employed. The galvanometer will remain unaffected for
zero potential difference at its ends and there will be no
change in the null point. However, the e"m.f. of the battery
used in the experiment must not be very high, other wise
the standard resistance coils will be damaged by the
production of much heat in them. If a storage cell is used, it
should always be connected in series with a rheostat of at
least IOO ohms to prevent the flow of stronger current
through the box. A cell which gives an e.m.f. of about 2 volts
should be preferred for the purpose.

(ii) The battery circuit should be completed before tJle
galvanometer circuit to avoid the effect of self-induction.

(iii) The battery key should be closed for that minimum
time which is required to find a null point. The battery
circuit should be kept open for about two minutes before
taking up the next determination of the null point.

(iv) When a very sensitive galvanometer is used, a high
resistance in series with or a low resistance in parallel to the
galvanometer should be applied during determination of
approximate null point. For getting the exact null point the

series resistance should be reduced to zera or the shunt
resistance made infinite.

(v) Every plug of the F.O. Box should be given a turn
within its socket to remove the oxide film between the
surfaces of contact. This film, if any, introduces an extra
resistance.

{vi) The bridge becomes most sensitive when the
resistances in the four arms of the bridge are equal. When
employing a P.O. Box to measure a resistance not exceeding
2OO ohms, the ratio lO : IOOO makes the bridge insensitive.
Hence it is unnecessaq/ to use this ratio.

o
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Again in measuring resistance lying between IOO to IOOO
ohms, it is advisable to use the ratio IOO: IOO and IOO: IOOO
for greater accuracy.

(viil Sometimes it is found that the limiting ranges with
equal ratio do not agree with higher ratio. This may be due
to (a) looseness of plugs which should be tightened or (b)
resistance of sorne coils having different values from those
noted against them. To remedy this, use different sets of
coils making up the required total.

{viii} ttrg position of the null point does not change
when the positions of the galvanometer and the battery are
interchanged. This means that the position of the null point
is independent of the resistances of the galvanometer and
the battery.

(ix) The sensitiveness of the bridge is affected by the
resistances of the galvanometer and battery; the lower their
resistances, the greater is the sensitiveness of the bridge. To
increase the sensitiveness, the galvanometer or the battery
whichever has the greater resistance should be placed
between the junction of the two arms having greater
resistance and the junction of two arms having smaller
resistance.

{x) Neither very high nor very low resistance can be
rneasured for reasons discussed in the description of P.O.
Box {Art.7-9)

B- To Verify the Lavs of Series and Parallel Resistances :

Theory : ResistanceS are said to be connected in series
when they are connected with the end of one joined to the
beginning of the next and so on as shown in Fig. 7 34 {al.

The equivalent resistance to a number of resistances
connected in series is equal to the sum of the individual
resistances, ie..

R= fl + rz+f3 *:.. ... ... ... (l)
lf,Ihen resistances are arranged with their respective

ends connected to common terminals, they are said tb be
connected in parallel as shown in Fig. 7.34 (bl
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Fi9.7.34
The reciprocal of equivalent resistance to a number of

resistances connected in parallel is equal to the sum of the

reciprocals of the individual resistances, i.e',

I=J-*f* I *... ............(2)R-rr ' t2't3
Measuring rt, r2,, r3 etc. separately and the equivalent

resistance R by connecting them in series and in parallel'

the relation (l) and (2) may be verified'

Procedure : (i) Measure the resistances, r1, 12, rsetc'
separately by means of a P.O. Box as in expt' 59A'

(ii) Join the resistanc€S 11, 12, ft etc. in series as in Fig'

7.34 (a) and determine the equivalent resistance of the

series combination by means of the P.O. Box' Show that
relation (1) holds good.

[iii) Connect the resistances in parallel as in Fig' 7 '34 (b]

and determine the equivalent resistance of the parallel

combination as before. Show that relation (2) holds good.

Results : Record data for tl, 12, r3 etc' and for the

combination in the same tabular form as in expt' S!4r-.-From

the observed and calculated values of the equivalent
resistances thus obtained, show that they are equal within
the limits of experimental error. This verifies relation (1)

and (2).

I
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Oral Questions and their Answers.

What ts a P.a. Box and why is tt so called?
It is a compact form of Wheatstone's brldge in whlch three
arrns are given. It was orlglnally intended for measurlng the
resistance of telegraphic wires in the Britlsh Post Office; hence
the name.
What ls the prlnclple on whtch tt works?
Prlnciple of Wheatstone's brldge.
Is tt suttable Jor measurtng ueru hlgh or Low reststance?
Hotu ts lt that somettmes the ltmits Jound utlth equal ratlo do
not agree utth those Jound wlth a htgher rotlo?
See precauuons vii and x.
IJ the reststance cotls of the box be caltbrated at 20; wtLL theg
gtoe the same ualue at other temperatures?
No, the reslstance of metals increases with temperature'

7. lO Uses of Suspended Coil Type Galvanometer

In using a suspended coil galvanometer (for descirption
and adjustment see Art. 7.3) the following precautions -
should be taken.

(i) The source of current (i.e., the battery) should never
be directly connected with the galvanometer because the
flow of heavy current may burn the coil and suspension wire.

(ii) A high resistance should be connected in series with
the galvanometer and a shunt box should be joined in
parallel to it. By gradually increasing the resistance in the
shunt box, the desired deflection may be obtained.

(iii) The galvanometer goes on oscillating for a long time
if the coil is wound on a non-conducting frame. To bring tle
cot| to rest quicklg a tapping keg shottld be joined in paratlel
to the gatuanometer. At the desired moment of stopping the
oscillation the key should be suddenly closed and the
oscillation will stop.

(iv) For the determination of null point and for the
measurement of large current, a low resistance galvanometer
should be used. For the measurement of small current and a
large potential difference, a high resistance galvanometer
should be used. For measuring charge; a ballistic
galvanometer should be used.
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EXPT. 57. TO DETERMINE THE TIGURE OF MERIT OF A

GALVAIYOMETER.

Theory : The figure of merit or current sensitivity of a

galvanometer is defined as the current in amperes (or in

iri".o-.-peres) required to porduce a deflection of the light

spot by one millimetre on a scale placed normal to the beam

oi tigt t at a distance of one metre from the galvanometer

mirror. In the arrangement as shown in Fi$' 7'35' the

current C drawn from the battery is given by
Et=;c

where R,S and G are the series, shunt and galvanometer

resistances respectively and E is the e'm'f'of the cell'

But the current Ca flowing through the galvanometer is

given bv-q,ES
ce= c. Sf6 = RISffi; sc ....'... (t)

If this current (Cg) Produces a
deflection of the light sPot bY d
mm on a scale Placed at a

distance of D cm from the
galvanometer mirror, then the
deflection N mm which will be

produced if the scale be Placed
at a distance of IOO cm from the
mirror is*=#
Hence the figure of merit F of
galvanometer, bY definition, is
given by

F=S=rfu*p6t'$;55... tzr

As SG is very small comPared to

R (S + G), it maY be neglected.

2.

3.

4.

Fig.7.35
Apparatus : Suspended coil galvanometer {G}'

."",rrnrtutor (E), high resistance box (R) with IO'OOO ohms

or more, a low resisiance box (S) for shunt, commutator (K)'
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The shunt protects the galvanometer from damage by allowing
the large proportion of the maln current to flow through it,
thereby reducing the current through the galvanometer.
What wtLL be the chonge tn the galuanometer d.eJlecdon Jor a
change tn the shunt resistance?
The galvanometer deflecilon wlll increase with the lncrease of
shunt resistance and wlll decrease wlth decrease of shunt
resistance.
What should be the galuanometer d.eJlectton tn thts expertment
and.whg?
The current is proportional to the deflecilon when the latter ls
smail. This happens when the deflection is round about lO cm.

orA

5.

6.

7. What uttll be the resistance oJ a shunted. galuaram.eter?
Even less than the resistance of the shunt applied.//'

- y*er. sB. To DETERMTNE TrrE REsrsrAIrcE
-cAlvanroMETER By ITALF.-DEFLECTIoN METHoD.

Theory : In the arrangement shown in Fig. 2.86 if the
shunt resistance S is very small compared to the
galvanometer resistance G, then the potential difference (V)
between the ends of the shunt resistance S remains nearly
constant for all values of R1.

Thus when Rr= O, then the galvanometer current Co is
\/ -- l>

given by G= kd... ... ... (l)
where d is the deflection of the spot of light on the scale

and k is lhe galvanometer constant. If now a resistance Ry is
introduced in the galvanometer circuit such that the
deflection reduces to $,

then c'g = Cft = t$... ... tzt

where C'g is the new galvanometer current in the
changed circumstances.

Dividing (1) by (2), we get

G+Rr-G= = 2, or G+R1 - 2G

or G = Rt... (3)

)

!
\/"
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Hence by simply measuring Rr, G can be found out.
Apparatus : Suspended coil galvanometer, shunt box S'

resistance R and R1, commutator K, cell E' connecting
w'ires.

Description of the apParatus :

i. Galvanometer: Art. 7.3
ii. Commutator : Art. 7.1
Procedure : (i) Make connection as shown in Fi$. 7.36.

Bring one sharp edge of the spot of light at the zero mark of
the scale.

(ii) Insert a resistance (R) of the order of 1OOO ohms in
the battery circuit. Make Rt = o by putting all the plugs in
the box. Begining with the smallest value (S = 0.1 ohm) of
the shunt resistance S, go on increasing S until you obtain a
deflection of about lO cm on the scale. Note this deflection.

(iii) Keeping the resistance R
constant, adjust the value of the
resistance R1 until the deflection
is reduced to half of the former.
Record this value of R1 which is
the value of the galvanometer
resistance G.
(iv) Stop the current in the
circuit and examine if the same
sharp edge of the spot of light is
still at zero of the scale. If not,
adjust the scale to bring it to
zero. Make the value of R1 zero
and keep R the same. Now
reverse the current with the
commutator K. Repeat the whole
operation to get another value of
G

(v) Keeping the value of the rsistance R the same, change
the value of the shunt reesistance S to obtain a different
deflection of round about lO cm and similarly determine the
value of G.

(vi) Repeat the operation three times with different value
of R in the battery circuit and two values of S for each R.

E

Fig. 7.36

i

&
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Results : In the following table R is the resistance in the
battery circuit and R1 is the resistance in the galvanometer
circuit and G is the galvanometer resistance to be
determined. Numerica| oalues are onlg examples.

Discussions : {i) The series resistance R should never be

made equal to zero when the circuit is closed otherwise the
galvanometer will be damaged.

(ii) For a steady deflection a storage battery should be
used.

{iii) The position of the scale should be normal to the
beam of light when no current flows through the
galvanometer.

Oral Questions and their Answers.

1. V[hot is meant bg the term galttanometer reslstance?

The resistance of a galvanometer ls the reslstance of the coll

of wlre wound over a rectangular frame kept suspended

between the pole pleces.

2. Whg do Uou matnta;tn the deulatlon near about 1O qn?

If the galvanometer is not provtded wlth concave cyllndrlcal
pole pieces the current is not proportional to the deflectlon
and hence the deflection of the spot of light ls kept small' say

near about lO cm. Even when the galvanometer ls provlded

with coneave pole pieces the current is proportlonal to tan0,
where 0 ls the angle of rotalon of the coil ln radian and is
small.
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3. Is the methcx1 apptlcable Jor gat"anonets oJ ang teslstance?

The method ts appllcable for galvanometer of high resistance

only. In case of a low reslstance galvanometer' the shunt

resistance becomes comparable and the method fdls'

4. Hou: do you jnd" the reslstonre oJ a gabatwneter' uthen the

reslstonce Is uetY low?

In the case of galvanometer of low reslstance' tt ls best to

clamp the coll and to find lts resistanee by a rretre brtdge or

P.O. Box

5. WILL gou preJer a louo or hlgh reststance oJ a shunt?

Theory shows that the method gives a correct value of the

galvanometer resistance when the shunt ls very low' So a very

low resistance of the shunt ls preferred'

EXPT. 59. TO DETERMINE A EIGE RESISTANCE BY TEE

METIIOD OT DETLECTION.

Theory : In the arrangement of Fig-7-37, if the unknown

resistance X (of the order of not
less than loa ohms) is included in
the battery circuit bY closing the
gap OB1 and if 51 be the value of
the shunt resistzrnce S and d1 cm
be the deflection of the spot of
light on the scale, then the
current C* flowing through the
galvanometer is given bY

ESr
Cs = XS;ffiT,rc = kdr (l)

where k is the constant of
proportionalitY.
If now the known resistance R is
introduced in the battery circuit
by closing the gaP OB2 and if 52 be

the shunt resistance and d2 be the
deflection {nearly equal to dr} of
the spot of light on the scale, then
the galvanorneter current Cg is
given by FtE-7-37

{|/

I

,

l
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Discussions : (i) If the galvanometer be not sufficien[ly
sensitive then while taking the final reading for the null
points, the resistance R in the galvanometer circuit should
be made zero.

(ii) While taking reading for the cell E1, the key K2

should be kept open to avoid unnecessary heating of the
current circuit containing R2.

(iii) Current should be allowed to flow in the
potentiometer only when readings for null points are taken

(iv) The potentiometer circuit should be kept open for
sufficient time before next operation is taken up' to allow
the heat generated in the wire in the former operation to
dissipate.

Oral Questions and their Answers.

1. In thfs expertment, do gou tLeasure the current or potentlal
dtfference?
In fact the p.d. across the known reslstance ls measured and

then we get the current by dtviding the p.d. by the known

reslstance.
2. What are the practtcal untts oJ current and potenttal

dtlferenceT
The unlt of current ls ampere and that of the p.d. ls volt. By

Ohm's law they are related as

r = 
E* 

tr.r.. Ampere = #,
3. Can you ffLeasure rests.tance bg potentlometer?

Yes, by determtntng the p.d.(e) across the unknown reslstance
(R) we can flnd the value of the reslstance by applyrng Ohm's

law whlch glves t *. *t current i flowing through the

unknown reslstance can be determlned by introducing a

copper voltameter tn the clrcult.
4. Whg do Aou W to toke the nuLL polnt tn the last wtre?

This makes the balance length large and the percentage error

in the result small.
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EXPT. 66. TO DETERMINE THE INTERNAL RESISTAIIICE

OF A CELL BY A POTENTIOMETER.

Theory : A cell or any other source which supplies a

potential difference to the circuit to which it is connected

has within it some resistance called internal resistance.
When there is no current in the cell i-e., at open circuit, the

potential difference E between its terminal is maximum and

is called its electro-motiue Jorce (e.mfl.When the cell is
discharging i.e., at closed circuit, its terminal potential

difference is reduced to e because of the internal drop of
potential across its internal resistance b.

In Fig. 7. 48 the balance point for the cell E1 whose

internal resistance b is to be determined. is found out as

usual, at a distance [1 from the end A of the potentiometer

with key K2 open. Then a resistance R is introduced in the

resistance box RB and the key K2 is closed. The potential

difference between the terminals of the cell E1 falls as a

current i begins to flow through the circuit. A balance point

is now found at a distance 12 from the end A of the.
potentiometer. As E and e are the potential difference at the

421

,r/
s

open and closed

the cell, we have

Fig.7.48
circuits anE b is the internal resistance of
- E-e
A = !7t where i is the current flowing

ihrough the circuit when the key K2 is closed. Again .et=F

R.B
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.. a =E Z" * = (* - r) R... ... ... (r)

But as E and e are proportional to [1 and 12, we

.Elrnavea=6

... from (r), b = tf; -rr * = !# *... ... (21

Apparatus : Potentiometer, battery E, cell El, resistance
box R, rheostat Rh, two keys K1 and K2' zero-centre
galvanometer G, connecting wires.

Procedure : (i) Connect the positive terminal of the
battery E to the binding screw A of the potentiometer and
the negative terminal of the battery through Rh and the key
K1 to the binding screw B of the potentiometer (Fig. 7.48).
Join the positive terminal of the cell E 1 whose internal
resistance is to be determined, to the binding screw A of the
potentiometer and its negative terminal through the
galvanometer G to the jockey J. Also connect the resistance
box R.B through the key K2 to the two terminals of the cell
81. It is better to put a shunt across the galvanometer.

(ii) Adjust a small resistance in the rheostat RJr and close

the key Kl.Keep the key K2 open and press the jockey first
near the end A and then near the end B of the
potentiometer wire. If the galvanometer deflection are in the
same direction, then either the resistance in Rh is too great

or e.m.f. of E is too small. Decrease the resistance in Rh until
the opposite deflections are obtained at the above two
contact points. If necessary. increase the number of cells in
the battery E. Adjustment of Rh should be such as to get a
null point on the fifth or sixth wire.

(iii) Remove the shunt of the galvanometer (if any) and
find out the balance point accurately. Open the key K1 and
calculate the distance [1 of the balance point from the end A
of the potentiometer wire (see discussion i, expt' 66).
Determine 11 three times and calculate the mean value of 11'

(iv) Close the key K2 without changing Rh and take out a
resistance 1O ohms from the \.8 and determine the balance
point and calculate the distanee L2 of the balance point from
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A. Then remove 2O,3O,4O,5O ohms from R and determine
the value of [2 in each case.

(v) Calculate the value of b from the relation (2) for each
value of R and then calculate the mean value of b.

Discusslons : (i) The internal resistance of a cell depends
on the strength of the current. It decreases as the current
increases. It is, therefore, hetter to change the external
resistance over a range of 4O ohms and then to calculate the
mean value of b.

(ii) After every reading, the key K1 should be opened to
allow the wire to cool.

(iii) Care should be taken to see that K2 is open when
determining 11,

(iv) The internal resistance of a cell can be determined
with voltmeter and ammeter also but this method is more
accurate.

Oral Questlons and their Answers.

1. What do gou understand bg the tnternal reststance oJ a cell?
When the external circult is complete, wtthln the cell a current
flows from the plate at a lower potential to the plate at hlgher
potentlal and the medium between the plates offers a

fl't
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reslstance to the flow of the current. Thts resistance is known
as the lnternal reslstance of the cell. It is the resistance ln
ohms obtained by dividlng the dlfference in volts between the
generated e.m.f. and the potential dtfference between the
termlnals of the cell by the current ln amperes. See theory.
On whatJactor des tnternal reslstance oJ cell depend?
It depends on
(a) the conducUvlt5r of the medlum between the plates.
(b) the dlstance between the plates
(c) the area of those portions of the plates that are lmmersed ln
the electrolytes.
Nrrme cells oJ hlgh and. Iow tnternol reststance?
The internal resistance of Daniel cell is high while that of a lead
accumulator ls low. In case of a lead accumulator the dlstance
between the plates ls small and the area of the lmmersed
porUons of the plates ls greaL

4. Shou a relatlon bettaeen the e.m.f. E and tnternal reststa.nce r
oJ a cell when a reslstanoe R ts put ln the external ctrcutt round
whichocurrenttjlours.
E=lr+{R where lr,,ts the tnternal voltage drop whlch is the
product of the current and the lnternal reslstance and
I R ls the external voltage drop.

5. Is the.lnk:rnal reslstance oJ a celt rcnstont?
No. See dtscirsstof, (i).

6. Do gou l,enow oJ ang other methd" oJ detennlnlg the lnternal
reslstrrt:rce oJ a eU?
See dlscusston (M.

EXPT. 67. TO CALIBRATE AN AMMETER BY POTENTIAL
DROP METEOD WITE TEE IIELP OT A POTENTIOMETER.

Theory : In the Fig. 7.49 the driving battery E sends a
steady current C in the potentiometer circuit creating a
drop of potential p volts per unit length of the potentiometer
wire AB. In the auxiliar5r circuit containing the ammeter Am,
let e be the drop of potential betwen the potential leads T1
and T2 of the low resistance R2. If eorresponding to the
potential leads T1 and T2, balancing lengths 11 and 12 are
obtained in the potentiometer wire AE|, then
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e = p(lz-lr)...
If Ro and R be the resistance of the potentiometer wire

and th;t in the box R1 and E be the e.m.f. of the driving

battery then C = *ft; *n. So the voltage drop across the
.. ,.p

total length L of the potentiometer wire is V = CR

= ERp/R+Ro volts. 
\/

In that case, p = i =ERp/(R+Rp) L volts / cm. Ql

Hence from (1) and (2)

e = ERp([z-t1)/(R+Ro) L volts. (3)

So the unknown current i flowing in the auxiliary circuit
is given by

-. e -ERp(lz-lr) ar,=R2 = IilFJmt ......r,

Now if the ammeter Am in the auxiliary circuit reads i'

amperes, then a correction (t- il is to be added algebraically
to the reading i' of the ammeter. If for different values of i',
the corresponding corrections (i-i') are found out, then a
graph may be drawn with i' as abscissa (X-axis) and the

correction (i-i) as ordinate (Y-axis). This gives the
calibration curDe of the ammeter.

Apparatus : Potentiometer, storage cells, ammeter Am,

low resistance R2, zero-centre galvanometer, high resistance

R', resistance box R1, plu$ key K, K1 and K2, two-way key K3'

rheostat Rh.
Connectlons of the apparatus : In the unknown current

circuit. a battery E1 is connected to an ammeter Am and
through a rheostat Rh and a key K2 to the two current leads

of a low resistance R2 so that they form a complete circuit'
The current that flows in this circuit is read off from the

ammeter and also determined by measuring the potential
drop across the low resistanc€ R2 and then the two are

compared.
In the potentiometer circuit the positive of a battery E

(usually alkali cells) is joined to the binding screw A of the
potentiometer wire while the negative terminal of the

battery is connected to the binding screw B of the

)
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EXPT. 73. TO DETERMINE THE TEMPERATURE CO.
EFFICIENT OT TIIE RESISTANCE OF. THE UAtENrEr, Or. A
WIRE.

Theory : The temperature co-efficient of the resistance
of the material of a wire may be defined as the change in
resistance per unit resistance per degree rise in
temperature.

If R2 and R, are the resistances of a coil at temperatures
t2'C and t1'C respectively, then

Rz = Rt(l+at)
where o is the mean temperature co-efficient between

the temperature t2 and t1 and t = t2-tr
Rc-Rr

.'. cf, = -ffi per'C ... ... (t)

Measuring Rr,Rz, t1 and t2, d. ma! be determined.
Apparatus : Resistance wire, metre bridge, cell, rheostat,

commutator, galvanometer, hypsometer, etc.
Procedure: (i) Take a coil of wire wound non inductively on a

for Degree Students

mica frame and immerse it in a glass tube G containing oil'

close the glass tutle with a cork and throush a hole in it,
inserL a thermometer. Insert the tube with its contents
inside a hypsometer through an opening in the cork at its
top.

(ii) Make connection as shown in Fig. 7'55' Join the coil

R of which the temperature co:efficient is to be determined

to the gaP Gr of the metre bridge through two connecting

wires. Join a resistance box S in the gaP Gz' Connect the

battery E (usually a Leclanche's cell) to binding screw A and

B of the metre briCge through the commutator- K-and a
variable resistance Rh. Join the two terriiinals Qf a
galvanometer to the binding screw at O and the jockey J'
connect a resistance box and a plug key in parallel to the

galvanometer.
(iii) After ;naking connection as described in operation

(ii) take out suitable resistance from the box S and find the

balance point, both for direct and for reverse currents' The

resistance in S should be so chosen that the null point lies at

the central region of the metre bridge wire. Record the

room-temperature t1"C from the thermometer' Repeat the

operations three times with three different values of the box

resistance. Interchange the position of the resistance coil

and resistance box in the gaps G2 and G1 and for the same

set of values of the resistance box repeat the operations as

before.
(iv) Boil some water in the hypsometer and go on noting

the temperature of the resistance coil. When the

thermometer reading shows a steady maximum value -tz"Q'
find out the null point. Interchange the positions of the

resistance coil and resistance box and determine the null
point again. In each case take three readings for three

different values of the resistance in the box s. As before, the

balance point should lie in the central region of the bridge

wire.
(v) Calculate the resistance at the two temperatures and

find the mean values. Then calculate ofrom relation (l)'

451
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Results:
(A) Readings..for R1 and. R2 at temperature t;....C tz =..."C
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(iv) For most pure metals , resistance increases with
temperature but for certain alloys such as manganin and
constantan, there is no change in resistance with the
changes of temperature within a cerLain range. Fo,r carbon,
resistance decreases with temperature and hence-T-is
negative. o is also negative for most insulators and
electrolytes.

Oral Questlons and their Answers

Vt/hat is temperature co-efflctent oJ reststance and urhat ls tts
untt?
It ts the increase in reslstance per unit resistance per degree
rise in temperature. Its untt is ohm per 'C.

Whg does the reststarlce oJ metals change wlth temperafire?
Conduction ln metals ls due to the dlrecttve movement of the
free electrons under a potenttal difference. When the
temperature rises, the random motlon of the electrons
lncreases and thelr dlrectlve motlon decreases which
decreases the current strength Le., lncreases the resistance.
Do goukrww oJ ong substance whose reststanrce decreoses wtth
temperature?
See dlscussion (tv).

Is the temperature co-efflclent Jor metal ts the same Jor all
temperatures?
No. Its value is different at dtfferent temperatures and hence a
mean temperature co-efflcient ls taken wlthln a range.
V[hat is the most tmportant appltcatton oJ the uartatton oJ
reststance wtth temperature?
Variatlon of resistance of platlnum wtth temperature ls uilllsed
in measuring the temperature within a long range.
V7hat ts the best arr@ngefllent Jor measurlng the reslstance oJ a
wtre at dttferent temperatures?
Callender and Grlfflths brldge ls the best arrangement to
measure the resistance of a glven wlre at various temperatures.
Whg should tte utre be wound non-tnductluelg?
To avoid the effect of lnduced current.
Whg da aou use alloys srrch as mangantn and anstantanJor the
consfrucf[on oJ standard reslstances'?
For these alloys, there ls no change ln resistance wlth the
change of temperature wlthin a certaln range.

l

r"

Rc- R,
c[ = 

=lt- 
= ... ... per"C

where t= tz-tt
Discussions : (i) Care should

hypsometer and the burner do not heat
accessories of the experiment.

l.

,

5.

b.

3.

4.

be taken that the
any other electrical

(ii) While making preliminary adjustment the shunt for
the galvanometer should be used. Final adjustments for the
null points should be made without the shunt.

(iii) Thermometer reading should remain steady for at
least five minutes before readings for balanc. poi.rt ur"
taken. The correct expression is R1=Ro(t+ot+Bt2) where R1
and Ro are resistances at t"c and o'c respectively. For small
ranges of temperature (say not exceeding IOO"C), F isnegligibly small so that the resistance is practically thelinear function of the temperature and eqn. ( l) is
approximately correct.

7.

8.
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